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SHUHE ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO

Salary Suruey 2OO8
How big should your paycheck be? ARCHIrxcr andDesignlntelligence look at
who's making what and how midcareer architects are making their move.

L.A.'s lgarning Curue ELTZABETH Evrrrs DrcKrNSoN
How does one district build 132 new schools-and update 8oo more-without
sacrificing design quality? By getting architects involved at the beginning.

4D Citi€S urmr zErcER

Computer scientists at Georgia Tech are translating archival photos of Atlanta
into a digital model of urban development through space and time.

Construction Toys Make Better Boys
HANNAH MCCANN
The National Building Museum schedules a playdate with its new collection of
architectural toys - in 2013.

IOI-EK Goes to China BRADF'RD M.KEE
Ada Tolla and Giuseppe Lignano received an unexpected phone call that
launched them into Beijing's pre-Olympics building boom.

WHEN
CO N SIRU CTI O N

STARTED, TH EY

IHREW YOU OUT

OF IH E PLAN E.

Gtus epp e Lig nano, fr om " LOT-E K
Goes to China," page 86

ON THE COVER

Management consultant Gay

Herron, from "Salary Survey
2oo8," page 58. Photo by

William Anthony.
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Dialogue

Ned Cramer
Editor in Chief

PROFESSIO]IA1
CElEBRIIIES

(r.l

Ned Cramer
Editor in Chief

wE'RE rN A REcEssroN, Rrcxr? So how come
our second annual Salary Survey says that
architects' incomes are healthy, even growing?
Our partners at the Greenway Group gathered
data from r35 f,rms with more than z5o offices
and t7,ooo employees-so rest assured that
the conclusions are backed by thorough
research. Still, it's hard to believe that pay rates
are solid amid so much uncertainty.

Jim Cramer-chairman and CEO of the
Greenway Group and former executive vice
president of the AlA-offers a smart analysis

of the disconnect between architects'relatively healthy salaries
and our particularly scary economy ("salaries Are Rising?" on page
6r). Among the many reasons he gives, including solid markets in
healthcare, education, and high-end hospitality, two factors really
grabbed my attention. They suggest a tremendous shift in architecture
culture-changes that are long overdue.

No.1: Celebrity. That's right, celebrity. Ever since Herbert
Muschamp compared Frank Gehry's Guggenheim Museum Bilbao
to Marilyn Monroe's famously fluttering hemline, a small group of
international architects has been subject to a nonstop media lovefest.
While it's fashionable (and understandable) to be suspicious of the
profession's complicity with the star system, it's also one of the key
reasons that major developers and governmental bodies are buying
into the idea that design adds tremendous, measurable value to raw
construction. This is a good change, after years of unconstructive
finger-pointing over the perceived failure of Modernism.

No.2: Professionalism.If architecture's high media profiIe has

an upside, it also has a downside: the stereotype of the architect as

diva. Think of the Kohler TV ad, with the arrogant, accented architect
showing his office to a couple of young prospective clients (if you
didn't catch it, search "Kohlel architect" on YouTube). Clich6s of
intellectual snobbery brutish management, and indifference to
business and construction may apply accurately to some well-known
architects and wannabes, but there's no value in such attitudes, and,

according to the Greenway Group, the profession as a whole knows
better. Who has time for hissy flts?

Here's the proof: Jim Cramer (no relation, by the way) reports an
increase in firm profitability, which itself is a miracle in a time of
recession. His explanation: "Professional practices today tend to be

much better managed and better led than they used to be." Thank
heaven. When firms are well managed, profits rise. When profits rise,

so do salaries. Divas, take a bow and exit stage left.
So keep that temper in check;treat your co-workers fairly; listen

carefully to the business manager, contractors, and marketing staff;
and join me in praying for a quick end to the recession. Then we can

really count the cash.
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General Contractor: GilbaneCompany
Roofing Contractor: Constructron Servlces lnc.
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lVlr,on High School, designoted 0s lne 0f t00
"1ufsfonding High Schools" in fhe Uniled Sfofes by U.5.

tlews ond World Reporf, rr,cr,nfly decided to butld 0 new

school to solve lvercrlwding 6sues. The principle, Ron

lesch, hod 0 sfrlng feeltng for ocodemics ond wonled to do

0n lcldemy nodel fhlt induded four ocodemic wings fhaf

lre lff of a morn clrridlr, with eoch wing focused 0n 0 plr
ftculor rlreo of educotion," soid Kofie Pedersen, Prolecl

ltrlonoger for Perkins + Will.

8000 sq ft of Snop-Clod" Ponels lnd 30,000 sq. ft. of
flot rtock used for 

,lping 
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Services lnc. Regording selr,ction of the Slote Gray finbh
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design, "we were looking for somelhing thot had the ferne-
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stond the furt of fime," commented Pedersen.
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metolroofing producfs, pleose coll us at l-\0T-PAC-CUD or

visil aur websife @ www.poctlod.com.
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Contributors
William Anthony
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Photo grapher William Anthony
whizzed through nine cities over 11

days to photograph the architects
and career consultants profiled in
our annual salary survey. Anthony
(shown here in an overly serious
moment with Pamela Sunnarborg,
his trusty production manager and
fiancee) jokes that he should have
ordered custom T-shirts that said
'Architect zoo8 U.S. Tour."

"We made it out alive!" Anthony
marvels. "No Iost Iuggage. No weather
delays or cancellations. No horribly
uncooperative people, barring a few
airline employees." Anthony's photo-
graphs have appeared in Ro//in g Stone,

Seattle Metropolitan, Vantty F air, and
other publications.

Elizabeth Evitts Dickinson
, ,'' ;1 :., , ir,,; l,:r',: ":',.1i.
Journalist Elizabeth Evitts Dickinson
spent several days crisscrossing the
Los Angeles area by car, meeting
architects and school district officials
and touring schools built as part
of the district's massive $zo billion
construction initiative, the largest
public-works project in the country
right now. "I was heartened to see

so many architects, community
members, and district Ieaders

taking public education seriously,"
Dickinson says. "I would love to see

this type of commitment spread to
other school districts."

Dickinson, a freelance writer and
former editor in chief of Urbanite
magazine,lives in Baltimore. As a
contributing editor for aRcHrtE cr,
she has covered trends in movie-
theater and healthcare design.

Hannah McCann
illl:iri;i1.ii:i: li,r,,ii iiriakf i-iiiiliil l;i,lvi, . ! 7e

Our managing editor Hannah
McCann visited the secure storage
area that houses the National
Building Museum's recently acquired
toy collection, but she didn't get

to touch any of the toys. Sti[,
she understands what collector
George Wetzel means when he says

collecting is "a physical thing ... [that]
gets in your blood."

The daughter of an architect
who collects rgth century coffins
and Mennonite bed linens, among
other items, McCann herself used
to own an antiques business before
swearing off the hunt for the old and
rare. Her Iast feature for ARcHrrucr,
" o.z o/o," about the status of black
women in the profession, appeared
in March zoo7.

HP FILE
full woll/woll-to-u/oll
dry erose wollcoverings
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REPORI Edited by Braulio Asnese

P
New GSA office will partner with DOE to establish standards for government and private-sector construction

High-Performance
Become a Federal

Creen Design

FoURTEEN vrans after
Edward Feiner made
the U.S. General Services

Administration (cSA)

a driver of design
excellence in civic archi-
tecture, a new office
aims to make federal
facilities greener as well.
The GSA, the federal
government's real estate

agency, has established the Office of Federal

High-Performance Green Buildings (OFHPGB) to
ensure compliance with the requirements of the
Energy Independence and Security Act.

This measure, which became law in
December zoo7, initially drew attention chiefly
for raising vehicular fuel-economy standards.
The building sector's role in national energy
consumption,however, implies that the act may
accomplish more by promoting sustainable con-

struction. Goals of the law's Title M which covers

buildings and industry, include a 3o percent cut
in total energy use in federal buildings by zor5
(relative to zoo5 levels) and a 55 percent drop
in fossil-fuel use in new and renovated federal
buildings by zoro (from zoo3 levels), with com-

plete elimination by zo3o.

Housed within the GSAs Public Buildings
Service and initially headed by director of expert
services Kevin Kampschroer, the OFHPGB will
coordinate with a parallel Office of Commercial
High-Performance Green Buildings within the
Department of Energy (DOE) to implement
standards for federal and private-sector build-
ings, respectively. Kampschroer, who has been
with GSA since 1975 and calls himself a "huge

admirer" of Feiner's t994 Design Excellence
Program, notes that both offices'directors will
be career civil servants, not political appoin-
tees, bringing relative immunity from partisan
pressures.

Kira L. Gould, director of communications
for William McDonough + Partners and zooT

chair of the AIA Committee on the Environment,
describes the GSA as "a key player in the market
transformation that has occurred in the past
several years." The agency has aided the U.S.

Green Building Council, she notes, by funding

Bu dingsil
ror

I

I

"a thorough research study of rating systems,

which offered really meaningful conciusions
about the beneflts [and] attributes of five specific
programs." However, the new office's stated goals

strike Gould as "both lofty and not enough. ...

One of the big challenges very soon will be for us

to realize how, while getting to 55 percent reduc-
tions of fuel consumption will be important,
getting far past that-quickly-is imperative.
Energy is the hot topic now, but as we aim for
progress around that, we would do well to think
much more holistically.I would hope that GSA

could help lead that, demonstrating that energy
issues coexist with others, such as water and
mobility, and that all have a social dimension."

This integrated approach aligns well with
Kampschroer's priorities. The OFHPGB wiII
address new, renovated, and leased buildings'
life-cycle costs and operating procedures as

well as design and construction. Despite the
act's title, Kampschroer says, "there's an under-
standing that high-performance buildings go

Kampschroer likens many federal buildings
to commercial oramer-occupied buildings, where
the initial green premium is more an investment
in long-range value than an obstacle. "V\Ihen we
build new buildings, we don't build very many
of them, but we build them for the long term,"
he says. "We don't build buildings to last 30 years

and then be taken down." He aiso notes that
green costs are dropping, citing one Virginia
developer's claim that it can provide LEED GoId

quality at market rates and the zoo4 Davis
Langdon report (Costing Green: A Comprehensive

Cost Database and Costing Methodology), which
found that nongreen factors have more of an
influence on building costs.

'Americans are an extraordinarily inven-
tive people, and I think that there's going to be

a lot of push to make these kinds of initiatives
effective," Kampschroer speculates. "There are

certainly some Broups that believe, as the book

fApollo's Fire: Igntting America's Clean Energy

Economy, zooT) Iays out, that this is a real

",f you're really talking about the
performance of a building, you
must consider how it affects the
people who work in the building."
-l{ruril Kfril"1*$rhr*#r, ilS& dir*et*r *{ r*s*xr(h and *xp*rt s*rvir*:

much more broadly than that, and that if you're
really talking about the high performance of a
building, you must consider how it affects the
people who work in the building." tike the LEED

system (currently used by the GSA, the DOE,

and other federal agencies), the OFHPGB will
evaluate site selection, construction waste, and
indoor air quality.

economic opportunity for the U.S. Certainly,
what we've seen in the last ro years is that the
capability within the marketplace to deliver
higher-performing buildings than in the past
has grown exponentially.... I think we'Il see both
technological breakthroughs and process break-
throughs that make us wonder why we weren't
more hopeful in zoo8." BrLL MILLARD
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New Urbanism

CNU l[ames Winners of 2OO8 Charter Awards
srNcE 2oo1, THE coNGREss FoR THE NEw uRBANTsM (cxu) has honored the best of new urbanist
projects with its annual Charter Awards. For the program's zoo8 iteration, 14 professional and
one academic project have been recognized, four of which are in countries other than the United
States: the Bahamas,India, Saudi Arabia, and Scotland. The awards will be presented on April 5

during the CNU's r6th congress, which is being held this year in Austin, Texas. The members of
this year's awards jury: Andr6s Duany (chair), principal, Duany Plater-Zyberk & Co.; Ben Bolgar,
director of design theory and networks, the Prince's Foundation for the Built Environment; Victor
Dover, principal, Dover, Kohl & Partners; Geoffrey Dyer, director, Placemakers, and principal and
urban designer, T-Six Urbanists; Katharine Kelley, president, Green Street Properties; Peter Park,
manager of community planning and development, city and county of Denver; Karen Parolek,
principal, Opticos Design; and Stefanos Polyzoides, principal, Moule & Polyzoides. Learn more
about the award-winning projects at cnu.org/awardszoo8. nnaur.ro AGNEsE

Charter Award Wi nners

METROPOLTS, CtrY,
AND TOWN
Louisia na Speaks Regional
Plan
State of Louisiana
Calthorpe Associates

A Civic Vision for the
Riverfront
Philadelphia
WRT Design

r ) Vedanta University
Orissa, lndia
Ayers/Saint /Gross

King Abdullah University of
Science and Technology
Thuwal, SaudiArabia
HOK

N EIGH BORHOOD, DISTRICT,
AND CORR!DOR
Woodstock Downtown
Woodstock, Ga.

Tunnell-Spa ngler-Walsh &
Associates

z ) Oakwood Shores
Chicago
FitzGerald Associates
Architects

Rockville Town Square
Rockville, Md.
WDG Architecture

Mixson Avenue
North Charleston, S.C

l'On 6roup

Masterplan for Western
Harbour
Leith, Edinburgh, Scotland
Robert Adam Architects

BLOCK, STREET, AND
BU!LDING
The Vision for Marion
Square
Charleston, S.C.

Fairfax & Sammons

\a

3)Atlantic&Pacific
Development
Montgomery, Ala.
City Loft Corp.

Almeria Row
CoralCables, Fla.

de la Guardia Victoria
Architects & Urbanists

A Pattern Book for
Neighborly Houses
United States
Urban Design Associates

A Living Tradition:
Architecture of the
Bahamas
Bahamas
Mouzon Design

4 + STUDENT AWARD
The North End Plan
Michigan City, lnd.
Andrews University School of
Architecture
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NYC's Storefront for Art and Architecture Goes Abroad
Temporary galleries in L.A. and outside U.S. will help engender
a 'flow of ideasi says director Joseph Grima

The Pop-Up Storefront in L.A. will showcase Fr6d6ric Chaubin's photographs of Soviet structures built in

the last decades of the Cold War, like lgorVasilevsky's Druzhba Sanitarium (above), completed in 1986.

FoR MoRE THAN A QUARTER crxtunY, New
Yorkers have been introduced to innovation
at the Storefront for Art and Architecture. By
presenting the provocative work of emerg-
ing architectural practitioners including Diller
and Scofidio (t987) and artist-designers such
as Lebbeus Woods (1984, 1988, and t994), the
Manhattan gallery has focused a laser beam on
groundbreaking ideas while also blurring the
Iine between architecture and art.

Now, the Storefront concept is going on the
road.

On April tt, the first in a series of temporary
"Pop-Up Storefront" galleries will open in Los

Angeles. An exhibition of Cold War architec-
ture from the Soviet Union photographed by
Fr6d6ric Chaubin, which debuted a year ago in
the Manhattan Storefront, will be on display for
five weeks. After the photographs come down in
mid-May, the Sunset Boulevard space will revert
to its former incarnation: a print shop press room.

But the pop-up show will go on. With exhibits

tailored to each venue, Storefronts will open in
Milan in April, in london in July, and in Yokohama,

Japan, in September. The Milan exhibition will
feature the ring dome of hula hoops and zip ties

designed by South Korean architect Minsuk Cho

and constructed last fall in Manhattan to cel-

ebrate Storefront's z5th anniversary.
"There are so many other cities we'd like to

reach out to," says director Joseph Grima, who
took the helm of the nonprofit gallery in January

2oo7. "We hope to generate new exhibits in Los

Angeles and bring them to New York, to have

a flow of ideas and exchanges." A former staff
editor for the Italian architecture and design
journal Domus, he has a portfolio that includes
a video portrait of Pyongyang, North Korea, and

a suruey of new architecture in Asia.
"Globalism is hugely important today. Our

institution has to adapt to the changing cul-
tural context," says Gtima, pointing out that
Storefront is not so much a place as an idea.
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Precision railing systems and

contemporary door pull designs,

coordinated to complement your

next project.

Circle no. 481 or http://architect.hotims.com
3905 Continental Drive . Columbia, PA 17512 USA

PH: 717 -285-4088 r FAX: 71 7-285-5083
Ema il : i nfo@ hdi ra i li ngs.com o www.hd irai I i n gs.com



Green is where it's at. 0ur new LG Hl-MACS Eden Cotlection is certified by SCS and created
from at least 12% pre-consumer recycted material, making it one of the most environmentally

conscious acrylic products in the industry. lnspired by garden botanicals, our six beautifutty
naturaI cotors are non-porous, anti-microbiatand stain resistant, and are backed by our

signature 1g-year warranty. so the ptanet is happy, and so are your clients.

Circle no. 42or http://architect.hotims.com 865-LGHI-MACS LGeden.com

Certified by Scientific Certrfication Systems {SCS} for Recycted Resin.
Featured product: LG Eden in lvy, cocoa and Jasmine. Fabrication by Top Master lnc., Kansas city.
o 2007 LG H|-MACS LG-012701 5107

@ rs . LtIHI-MACS

EDEN
COLLECTION

The secrst's in the surface



Spec the possibilities.

USG Design StLrdiol. A powerful

new online resource to help

you quickly, easily and

accurately design, specify and

find just the right products and

systems for your interiors.

Spec the possibilities at

www. usgdesignstudio.com, or

contact your USG representative

for a guided tour.
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Circle no. 463 or http://architect.hotims.com

SOURCE: u.S. CENSUS BUREAU

Green Aduocate Wins
Jefferson Medal

REPORI

Recogn ition

THE wrrNrns of the
University of Virginia's
Thomas Jeff erson
Foundation Medal in
Architecture aren't
always architects. In
addition to Alvar Aalto,
Marcel Breuer, and
ludwig Mies van der
Rohe, past winners
include critics Lewis

Mumford and Jane Iacobs, artist James Turrell,
and politician Daniel Patrick Moynihan. This
year's winner, Gro Harlem Brundtland, boasts
perhaps the most dynamic r6sum6 of all.

A physician by training, Brundtland served

as prime minister of Nonnray for ro years, the
youngest person and first woman ever to hold
that position. Much of Brundtland's career has

been dedicated to advocacy of environmen-
tal and social sustainability in her positions as

Norwegian minister of environment,chair of the
U.N.'s World Commission on Environment and
Development, and director general of the World
Health Organization.

While Brundtland was at the United Nations,
her commission published the report Our
Common Future. Also known as the "Brundtland
Report," the document advocated a broad, mul-
tidimensional understanding of sustainability,
encompassing energy and food consumption,
industrial and economic practices, human health
and resources, species and ecosystems, and
international cooperation and decision-making
systems. The report's recommendations led to
the r99z Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro and the
U.N.Framework Convention on Climate Change,

the precursor to the Kyoto Protocol.
"In honoring Dr. Brundfland, we celebrate her

legendary leadership in global sustainability and

the stewardship of our environment," says UVa.

architecture school dean Karen Van Lengen.

lO Fastest-Growing U.S Metro Areas
By Rate of Groufth, luly I, 2006-ruly l, 2OOT

I
5, Austin/Round Rock, Texas 9. Crand Junction, Colo.

1. Palm Coast, Fla

2. St, Ceorge, Utah

I
6. Myrtle Beach/Conway/
North Myrtle Beach, S.C,

10. Clarksville, Tenn.

I

I
3. Raleigh/Cary, N.C,

4, Cainesville, Ca

7. Charlotte/Caston ia/
Concord, N.C,

8. New Orleans/
Metairie/Kenner, La



Solarban'250 proves you don't have to be green to be green.

New Solarban 250 solar control glass is a stylish, steely blue-gray glass that blocks up to 7O/o of total

solar energy. That gives it a light to solar heat gain (LSG) ratio that's up to 30% better than that of competitive

products. And that makes Solarban 250 a worthy addition to the Solarban family of solar control glass

products - and a colotful step forward for sustainable design. For your free enerry analysis white paper and

glass sample, or to learn more about Ecological Building Solutions from PPG, call the PPG ldeaScapes

hotline: 1-888-PPG-|DEA. Or visit www.ppgideascapes.com.

C i rcle no. 423 or http ://arch itect. hoti ms. com
Solarban, ldeaScapes, PPG and the PPG logo are trademarks owned by ppG lnrlustries, lnc.

Ei!ffi,
Glass. Coatings. Paint

PPG lndustries, lnc., Glass Technology Center, Guys Run Road, Pittsburgh, PA 15238-1305 www.ppgideascapes.com
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Ed ucation

RMJM Founds Business-
Focused Program at GSD
oN MARcH r7, the Harvard Graduate School of Design
(cSD) announced a $r.5 million gift from U.K.-based archi-
tecture firm RMJM to support a new integrated design
program at the school. The RMJM Program for Research
and Education in Integrated Design Practice will empha-
size business management principles and a thorough
understanding of the construction process to round out
students' design skills.

Speaking to attendees of Harvard's Design Firm
Leadership Conference, who filled the GSD's Piper
Auditorium, dean Mohsen Mostafavi said, "We believe
very strongly in the role of transdisciplinary research. We

believe it's the future of design education."
RMJM CEO Peter Morrison told the crowd that "archi-

tects must regain the status of master-builder" and that to
do so, they must learn "to generate proper reward for the
value [they've] created."

GSD professor Spiro Pollalis told the audience that
although the details have not been worked out yet, the
program will entail collaboration between the GSD and
the Harvard Business School. AMANDA KoLsoN HURLEy

Percentage of Allfirm leaders who believe the
economy will worsen in 2008.

SOURCE: ZWEIGWHITE
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GBI and Energy Star Team Up
Sustainability

rHE NoNpRoFrr Green Building Initiative (GBI)

and Energy Star, the voluntary energy efficiency
labeling program of the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and the U.S. Department of
Energy, recently established a partnership to
share resources and tools, promote each other's
programs, and develop training in energy-
efficient and sustainable building design and
management for the commercial, institutional,

and industrial construction markets.
The organizations' overlapping goals make

the alliance a natural step, says Vicki Worden,
vice president of commercial programs and
product development for the GBI, which is based
in Portland, Ore. "Our goal is to continue to build
our system and our program to back up the work
of the government."

As part of the partnership, the GBI will

encourage its members to join Energy Star and
enter the Energy Star Challenge, which urges
reductions in building energy consumption
of ro percent or more. The organization also
will enhance elements of its own green-rating
program and management system with direct
online links to Energy Star's Target Finder and
Portfolio Manager tools to track and share rel-
evant data on energy use. srEpHANr L. MTLLER

Attach almost anything to standing seam
metal roofs without piercing the panel!

s-5!
rt'I Unprecedented Innovation

Unmatched Quality
Unbelievable Price
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Gensler founder

and chairman

M. Arthur

Gensler Jr. has

been named the recipient of

the Construction Specifi cations

!nstitute's 2008 Michelangelo

Award. For an individual who

has given distinguished and

innovative service to the built

environment, the award will be

presented at CSI's trade show

(formerly known as the CSI

Convention, now rebranded

as Construct2O08, owned by

ARCHITECT parent company

insmll9 sq.

Iabor costs

mas0nry

Warranted

Hanley Wood, and taking place

June 3-6 in Las Vegas).

The World Monuments Fund

has awarded $50,000 to the

Grosse Point library to help

efforts to save the midcentury

Michigan building, currently

saving

similar

slated for demolition, Designed

by Marcel Breuer and opened in

1953, the library was placed on

the WMF's 2008 watch list of

the i00 Most Endangered Sites.

The short list of finalists for the

position of dean of Georgia

Iech's College of Architecture

has been announced: Alan

Balfour, from Rensselaer

Polytech n ic I nstitute; Yehuda

E. Kalay, from the University

of California, Berkeley; Brenda

Case Scheer, from the University

of Utah; and Bruce Stiftel, from

Florida State University,

Anne T. Sullivan joins structural

engineering and design

firm Thornton Tomasetti

expects to complete the design

phase by the end of the year.

Princeton University has

created the Center for

Architecture, Urbanism, and

lnfrastructure at the School of

Architecture. Led by professor

Mario Gandelsonas, the

center will support collective

research and hold symposia,

conferences, workin g sessions,

and public dialogues.

April has been dubbed

"National [andscape

Architecture Month" by

the American Society of
Landscape Architects. The

organization will mark the

occasion with activities directed

:theopportunity just that:

Save N{r:ney ancl Create Beautiftll

spaces. Our fiber cement panels

"A promotional

stunt
u

t

-**ut*h ;rrehit*rt ilrie k v*n [6*r*at cn t]ar:r*l
Lih*skin*'s pr*n*ilne*ffi*nt th*t h* w**lei **t rrr*r$<

in thinn *r f*r any *th*r "tct*iitariarr regin:*"

()2{108 Nichiha I l}\. hic. AJI rights rcscn'eil.

Circle no. 380 or http://architect.hotims.com

Cbeck our website ta see bow
Liberty Square Fropertie s
double dipped all tlte way to
the bank.

I.866.42

NICHIHA
liber cement

as vice president in charge

of establishing a historic

preservation practice sector

in the company's Chicago

office. Sullivan is familiar with

the firm's strategies: She has

been involved in a number of

Thornto n Tomasetti projects

over the last 15 years, including

at her most recent post as a

senior associate with Johnson

Lasky Architects in Chicago.

Baton Rouge, La.'s Trahan

Architects has been selected

to design a new museum in

Natchitoches, [a. The planned

27,500-sq ua re-foot m useu m,

part of the state museum

system, will house the North

Louisiana Regional History

Museum and the Louisiana

Sports Hall of Fame. The firm

to schoolchildren and their

teachers at local chapters across

the country with the common

theme of "Discover Careers in

La ndsca pe Arch itectu re."

The United States lnstitute

for Theatre Technology has

announced that William Rawn

of Boston-based William Rawn

Associates will receive the

Distinguished Achievement

in Architectural Design of
Theatres, in recognition of his

work on prolects such as the

Seiji Ozawa Hall at Tanglewood

and the '62 Center for Theatre

and Dance at Williams College.

This is the second time the

award has been given since its

inception in 1998.

) continued on page 30
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"Why does an architecture student in th e 21st century
need to know how to write a bout a rch itectu re a rtfu lly? , ,.

Ia]ecause accelerating technological advances call for it."
-Norman Weinstein in the iv1*rch 7;rrr-hiieclure tf"remeii rssue oi Tiit Chrc*icit: Rr:rtiew

) continuedfrom poge 28

Syracuse University School

of Architecture dean Mark

Robbins is taking on new

duties as the school's senior

adviser for architecture and

urban initiatives. Robbins'

role will encompass projects

in the city and on campus,

including involvement in

architect selection, design

decisions, and working with

community groups.

Tsoi/Kobus I Associates has

announced the promotion of
two principals and six associate

principals. tfg(s two new

principals are Greg luongo
and Choy l{9. Rebecca Boylan,

Jonathan Cohen, Matt Cotton,

Alan Fried, Katy Tassmer,

and Kate Wendt are the

Cambridge, Mass., firm's new

associate principals.

Santa Monica, Calif.-based

prefabricated housing

developer Living Homes has

partnered with Philadelphia-

based KieranTimberlake

Associates to produce a new

line of sustainable single- and

multifamily housing units. The

new LivingHomes Building

System includes Smart Panels

that integrate mechanical

d uctwork, electrical systems,

and plumbing. The system for

the "Expandable Single Family

Residence" is already available

in California, Arizona, and

Florida for the !ow, Iow price of

S215/square foot, not including

transportation or foundation,

The George W. Bush

presidential library and public

policy institute, which is being

designed by Robert A.M. Stern,

will be located at Southern

Methodist UniYersity in Dallas.

The project-which early

estimates claim willcost nearly

$200 million dollars-will be

financed by private donations.

A stone plaza recently

unearthed in the Sechin Bajo

ruins 230 miles north of Lima,

Peru, dates back at least 5,500
years and is the oldest known

urban settlement in the
Americas, The nearly 40-foot-

wide circular gathering site's

estimated age makes it nearly a

millennium older than Egypt's

Great Pyramid of Giza.

The ltalian newspaper lo
Stampo reports that Uenice

officials and engineers are

planning to raise the city's

buildings as protection against

rising sea levels. Piston poles

will lift each structure up to
'l meter over the course of a

month. Venice was flooded 50

times between 1993 and 2002.

"As o resuh of using Speilink,

we hove reduced our RFls by 60-70%

ond our spec producfon lime by 50-70%

depending on the proiecl type."

Som Auslin, AlA, Senior Proiect Monoger, ([{A

(oll todoy lo leorn how

BSD Sped.ink ron help you:

' Dromolicolly speed-up editing tosks

' Reduce specilicolion production time

while minimizing enors ond omissions

' Updote oulomolicolly wilhout

disruption eoch quorler

mffifo**$$trtk'"

ln Memoriam

Martin PawlepSgrDies

DSBSD

BRrrrsH ARcHrrEcruRE cRrrrc Martin Pawley died March
9 at the age of 59. As a young man, Pawley studied archi-
tecture at the Oxford School of Architecture, Paris' Ecole

des Beaux Arts, and London's Architectural Association.
He began his prolific career as a journalist in the r97os
and held positions at Architedural Design,Building Design,
World Architecture, and The Architect's lournal; he also
served for seven years as the architecture critic for The

Guardian. His writings included several books, among
them Terminal Architecture (tgg8) and, Theory and Design

in the Second Machine Age (t99o). These works were joined
late last year by an anthology of his work-edited by
David Jenkins and prefaced by Norman Foster-entitled
The Strange Death of Architedural Criticism: Martin Pawley

CollectedWritings (Black Dog Publishing). KArrE GERFEN

Building Systems Design, lnc.

A Strolegic Porlner of @tY

[*Irode cenlff in Son frgnrisro, $ de$gned

Circle no. 23 or http://architect.hotims.com
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Fry Reglet is the complete turnkey

solution for your design concepts.

Give us your vision. We'll see it through
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Edited by Andrew Slocomb West

APRIL, MAY, JUruM

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wed nesday Th u rsday F riday Satu rd ay

30

(- lecrunr Discover
the Renaissance link
between the human
body, buildings, and
the cosmos at the
Institute of Classical
Architecture's Air,
Wind, Spirit, Soul.
classicist.org

1 2 3

1

LEcruRE Thomas Kamm
goes retro in D.C. with
Sustainable Architecture,
using traditional
building methods.
ph illip s c oll e c t io n. o r g

I I 10

11

*-

13

<- LEcruRE O'HareAirpot
is going green. o'Hare
Modernization Program
aims to write the book
on green civil projects.
architecture.org

14W
DEADLTNI Designa
do-over of Copenhagen's
Toftegirds Plads Syd.
ar k it e k tfor e n ing e n. dk

15

lEcruRE The Morgan
Library kicks off its
Medieval Costume
Lectures by Anne Van
Buren. (Keep clear
ofthe pointy shoes.)
themorgan.org

16

REcTSTRAT oN The One
Good Chair competition
gives designers
everywhere the chance
to eco-vitalize the place
where you put your
bum. onegoodchair.com

18 19 20 22 23

DEADL1NE ThepclTotal
Precast Design Challenge
puts students and their
designs for a new mlddle
school to the LEED test.
pci.org

26

DEADr N E The Larvik Inner
Harbour Competition in
Norway needs a few
good architects.
jarl.tore.mehl@
larvik.kommune.no

:::, --.-t-' :t:
lt,

1,., i ffi*\ lecru# TheNewScliool
presents sculptorl0ti
Smith. nervschool.edu

iffi+&C.<g;i::.i., .
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Lookin
Ahead:

CONTERENCL

BEST r: Building Enclosure Science
and Technology; Minneapolis ;

June ro-rz; thebestconference. org

FESTI!'AL

LOOK3: Festival of the Photograph;
Charlottesville, Va.; June rz-r4;
f e stiv alofthe ph ot o g r aph. c om

TRADE SHOW

NeoCon;

Chicago, June g-tri neocon.com

CONFERENCE

CIB W7o: Facilities Management;
Edinburgh, Scotland; lune r6-r8;
fmresearch.co.uk

g
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PRODUCTS
Text Jennifer Brite Photo Charlie Brown

InvariMatte and InvariMatte Black metal panels

Contrari an &{etal R *s ourc*s " m et*.ly e s *Ltr * * s. rt et

Useful as wall panels, coping, and trim . Nondirectional,
uniformly textured steel gives consistency across panels .

Can be welded or soldered using standard equipment . Color

on InvariMatte Black applied by New Jersey-based Prismatic
Stainless Steel . Color is created by an electrolytic reaction in

standard chromium oxide coating . Circle roo

METAL

lnvariMatte Black

. Available in cut lengths up to 96

inches . Features a tinted chromium

oxide coating, the same type used on all

stainless steel for erosion protection

lnvariMatte

. Available in coils or in cut lengths up to

288 inches, in widths up to 48 inches

. Stocked in standard thicknesses

between .024 and .120 inches



LCN.lcn.ingersollrand.com

EVEN THE MOST SECURE OPENINGS ARE SUSCEPTIBLE TO THE

l-(-- -OrasMomusedtosay, --->l

SHUT IT! YOU'RE LETTING FLIES IN!

BARN DOOR SYNDROM tr

OTHIR THIIIGS THAT COULD

USE THE CLOSING POWER OF

THE 4O4O )(P

(1) Fridge

(2) Gos cap

(3) Mother-in-latv

blah. blah

Security gurus may not

obsess over door control

like we do, but maybe they

should. After all, a security

system is only as strong as

its weakest spring (and at 10

million test cycles, our springs

are far from weak). Think about it

lf a door fails to close, the security system

fails before it even has a chance to suc-

ceed. That's why door control should never

be an afterthought, but the first thought.

Because when it comes to an open door

and lax security, flies will be the least of
your c0ncerns.

NATURE AND NURTURE

It's debatable where our passion for door

control began. Second-grade geometry.

Fifth-grade physics. 0r Mom's constant
nagging. Whether we were letting flies in
or cold air out, it was instilled early that an

open door is a useless door. That's why we

commit every possible gene to developing

controllers that not only keep doors closed,

but also keep them from wearing out. lt's
just another way the natural-born closers

at LCN protect both your front line

and your bottom line

OPENING UP (ABOUI CLOSING)

Now that you know what we're made of,

let's talk "premium cast iron" and the "best

forged steel" around. You see, that's what goes

into all of our industry-leading

controllers. Sure, we'd love

to chat up pitch radius and

pressure angles, but all that

engineering mumbo jumbo,

though pure genius, means

'---Mumbo

....---'---tumbo
t'

nothing without quality materials. ln fact,
every LCN door control is hand assembled
right here in the U.S. From everyday installs to

customized solutions and concealed closers for
better aesthetics, our extensive product line

will have you talking (and your doors closing),

WORDS TO CLOSE BY

To say we're control freaks would be an under-

statement. ln fact, the doctors have yet to give

it a name, as OCD (0bsessive Closing Disorder)

was already taken. But if anything comes close

to our passion for door control, it's our passion

to please. That's why you'll always find great

customer service and a real live voice on the
other end of every line. lt's our little way of
giving you one less thing to obsess about. Just
remember that the next time you see a half-
closed door or a stray farm animal.

E

€

lt+
NO}{E OF US WERE SAISED HERE

@yy,y,y1gg1,o
Circle no. 421 or hfip:llarchitect.hotims.com
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1. Symetrics system

Dornbracht . dornbr acht. com

Individual modules

engineeredto a 6o-mm-
square grid system for
simple planning . Precise

Iayouts on each installation
. Wall- or counter-mount .

Controls and water outlets
can be separated on counter
. Matching accessories

available . Circle ror

2. flush pull handles
FSB . fsb.de
Recessed with spring

mechanism. Flush- or

surface-mount on sliding
door . Stainless steel and

aluminum parts . Available

in multiple sizes for a variety
of door sizes and depths .

Circle roz

]. tibretto gridless metal
ceiling system

USG, usg.com

Gridless, individually
fabricated ceiling panels .

Hidden steel carrier system
. Perforations can form a
specific pattern or image
. No cutting or fitting
necessary . Available in
flat white, silver satin, and

custom colors . Circle ro3

{. Metal Collection tile
Apavisa, distributed
byWalker Zanger .

walkerzanger.com

Porcelain tile with metallic
finish . Water absorption

to +f - o.oz percent . No

edge beveling . Available

in copper or titanium . Five

sizes, two fi.nishes, and a

variety of special pieces

available . Circle ro4

l. Eclipse attachment for
ExpansRail infill
Cambridge Architectural .

c amb ri d g e ar chite ct ur al. c om

Holds and suspends

tensioned metal fabric up

to roo feet . Suitable for fall
prevention . Fabric is held to

a tube via custom-cut holes .

Structural support required
at top and bottom . Circle ro5



design is prOvocative
Before it answers question*it has to raise a few.

ls a designer's primary purpose to create

7

?
You r,questions as it

carpet,

to ora to functionplicit
Does createorlimit,

Dressed to
challengs
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Text Kate Herman

T:J:t .,,--*

lll2 
MuedrEcrse

I trlcrltcmrtv

School or School
District

I tn,r.rr. ffi ruocn.ng.

ilUMBERS
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Ten Tallest Buildings Completed in 2OO7

l. RoseRotanaTower (U.A.E.) . Khatib aAlami .1,093ft. 2. ilewYorkTim6Tou,er (U.S.) . Renzo Piano/FxFowleArchitects. 1,046fr. 3. China IntemationalCenter
TowerB(China).ShantouConstrudionDesignln(itute.884ft 4.Nab€rezhnayaTowerC(Russia).RTKL/Natal/ENKA.88tn.s.Hotelpanorama(HongKong)
. DtN . 856 rt. 6. Dual TorcIs I (Bahrain) . Ahmed Janahr Architeds . 853 ft. 7. Dual Tou,e.s 2 (Bah rain) . Ahmed .lanahi Architects . 853 ft. 8. Harbour tiotel 6
Residence ( U.A. E. ) . Khatib A Alami . 832 ft. 9. Park Tower (Chi na) . lohn Portman tr Associates . 820 ft. 10. Mid-Town Tower (l apan) . SON4/N ikken Sekkei . 81 3 fl.

Ten Tallest Buildings in 2O2O

l.AlBuri (U.A.E.). WoodsBagot.3,445ft. 2.BuriMubarakaFf,abir(Kuwait). EricKuhneAssociates.3,2S4ft. 3.BuriDubai(U.A.E.) .50M.2,624ft 4.lndleon
ToweE (South Korea) . John Portman €J Associates . 2,013 ft. 5. Russia Tower (Russia) . toster + Partners . 2,008 ft. 5. Chicago Spire (U.5.) . Santiago Calatrava/
Perkins+Will . 2,000 tt. 7. Shanghai Center (China) . SOM . '1,903 ft. 8. China ll7Tower (China) . Architect unknown . 1,870 fi. 9. MillenniumTower (South Korea)
. Asymptote . 1,837ft. 10. LotteSuperTower (South Korea) . SoM . 1,821 ft.

SOURCT: COUNCIL ON TALL BUlLDlttGS AtilD URBAN HABITAT

Who's Tall Now?
you'D THrNK rr woulD BE ToucH to cloak a nearly
r,9oo-foot-tall building in secrecy, yet that's exactly
what's happening with the proposed China rr7 Tower
in Tianjin, China, and many other skyscrapers still in
the proposal or early building phases. Which is why
Philip Oldfield, a research coordinator at the Chicago-
based Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat,
compiled a "Tallest 20 in 2o2o" list last November
as well as a list of the 5o tallest proposed buildings
in January unveiling some of the mysteries for a
greater collective understanding.

"We used strict criteria on real proposals that
are moving forward," says Oldfield. Ttre Chicago
Spire and r World Trade Center, both under way,
are the only North American buildings on the zozo
Iist. "If you made this list 3o years ago, you'd have
predicted the majority of the buildings would be

steel office buildings in North America," Oldfield says,

adding that today's tallest buildings are primarily
residential or mixed-use, made of concrete, and
located in Asia and the Middle East.

Carol Willis, founder and director of the
Skyscraper Museum in New York City, cites cultural
differences as a deciding factor in where talI
buildings go up.Zoning laws and building codes are
cultural, not economic, she says.

Driven by a desire to create icons in a given city,
the tall trend shows no signs of slowing down-at
least overseas. But North America's lock on taII
design is coming to an end. "It's not that we have a

lack of ambition or money [in the United States]-
that's not it," Willis says. "There's a limited amount
of space you can exploit in the sky. Whether by
democratic process or not, it's been decided that the
public owns a piece of the sky here."

3,500 ft

3,250

3,000

2,750

2,500
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2,000
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Architecture Billings lndex, February 2008 Government Spending on lnfrastructure, 2008 vs. 2007

Ceneral Score

SOURCT: AIA

County Municipal

SOURCE: oNvlA

Decrease

Special District State
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Now there are building comfort solutions

that will inspire your imagination instead

of limiting it.

CITY MULTI gives you ultimate design

flexibility so you can push the building

envelope, with options for maximizing

interior space and ceiling heights without

concerns of concealing bulky ductwork.

Get unparalleled comfort, control and

cost effective use of energy. All with

great sustainability.

CITY MULTI will transform the way you

think about HVAC. Energize yourself at

transforminghvac.com

Circle no. 458 or http://architect. hotims.com
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Text Margot Carmichael Lester

Population/Employment

The current population of

12000 is growing 1 percent

annually; lob groMh is 1,3

percent per year.

Office Market
Vacanry for Class A offices is

under 5 percent; asking rate:

S15/s.f.-S17.50/s.f., triple net.

Residential Market

Median home sales price in

2007: 5261,000.

Market Strengths
. Parks and open spaces

. Excellent school system

. Reasonable taxes

Market Concerns

. Threat of suburban sprawl

. Housing affordability

. Limited-growth areas

Forecast

"The current planners

appreciate the vision put

in place over two decades

ago to create a vibrant and

centered community," says Ed

Linville, principal of Madison's

Linville Architects. "l see

more emphasis on smart

growth and a neMound

interest in green design

and protection of natural

resources. I see footprints that
are more concentrated."

rr sHouLDN'T BE Too suRpRrsrNc that Middleton, Wis., topped
Money magazine's 2oo7list of the roo best places to live in the United
States: In addition to its abundant natural charms, two decades ago
the city, just west of state capital Madison, adopted a new urbanist
approach to development. (The Middleton Hills neighborhood, north
of downtown, is the only project in Wisconsin designed by Andr6s
Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk.)

The result is a city that still feels manageable and friendly even
as it spreads outward. "The city planning department is excellent to
work with," comments Melissa Destree, president of Madison-based
Destree Design Architects. "They promote density and progressive
design solutions."

LOCAL MARKET
MIDDLETON, WlS.

ELECTRONIC THEATRE
COI$TROLS HEADQ.UARTERS

Architect: Stra n g, Mad ison ;

Developer: Electronic
Theatre Controls lnc.;

Completion: 2oo4; Cost:

$r8 million; Size: z5o,ooo
s.f. . Building includes
administrative, R&D, * nrJ

ma n ufactu ri n g cp*rati*ns"

MIDDLETON HILLS CEI\ITER

Architect: Li nvi I le Arch itects,
Madison; Developer:

Erdman-Lynch Enterprises;

Completion: 2ooJ; Cost: $7

million; Size:7o,ooo s.f. .

Phase cne received a National
Com mercial Br"li lders Cru ncil

Award of Exceilencr.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN
CNEDIT UNION

Architect: Planning Design

Build, Madison ; Developer:
Erdman Enterprises;

Completion: 2oo7; Cost:

$r.3 million; Size:4,5oo s.f. .

ilesigned to LEID st*ndards,

though client did n*t pursue

certification.

TRIBECA VILLAGE

Architect: Pl un kett Raysich

Architects, Madison;

Developer: T. Wall

Properties ; Completion:
2oog-2o15i Cost: $z5o
million; Size: z8 acres . Ts

include six *ffice buildings,
t6g residences, a h*t*t, retail

spa{s, and more.

But, in recent days,the Good Neighbor City has been struggling a

bit to stay true to its motto in the face of big developments Iike T. WaIl
Properties' proposed $z5o million, 28-acre mixed-use Tribeca Village
project-scheduled to begin in zoog-that, until recently, was slated to
include a Wal-Mart. At press time, public opposition had turned away
the big-box retailer.

Still, Van Nutt, executive director of the Middleton Chamber of
Commerce, is hopeful for Middleton's legacy and says he'd like to look
back someday and be able to say, "'The community used its remaining
Iand resources weII, maintaining balance between commercial growth,
residential growth, and green space."'But, he adds, "It will take
ongoing strong Ieadership and cooperation to make this a reality."
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What if coordinating ftooring were this easy?
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U

0ur integrated flooring system Lets you coordinate colors, textures and patterns across

our fuL[ range of solutions. So you can make sure the waiting room is aestheticaL[y and

functional.Ly connected to the nurse's station, which flows into the patient rooms. We believe

cotor js a powerfuLdesign tool, a wayto make people safer, more motivated, more efficjent,

and uLtimateLy, more productive. Check out the rest of our co[or story at johnsonite.com.

|ohnsonite

Circle no. 38 or http://architect.hotims.com
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Sln.croo2'.m.l.ulhitto.nEthanMcEkoyhasbeenarchivingphotographsandstoriesofKirkbrideasylums,whichwerebasedonthetheoriesofatgthcenturydoctor

Text Eve M. Kahn Photo John Soares

ETHAN MCELRoY TRAVELS THE coUNTRy documenting crumbling
Victorian insane asylums, then posts their haunting pictures and
stories at kirkbridebuildings.com. But he studies only those structures
based on the theories of Dr. Thomas Story Kirkbride (r8o9-r883), a

Quaker humanitarian who regarded the insane as treatable sufferers
rather than as public menaces. Kirkbride persuaded dozens of hospital
administrators and architects to create secluded, freestanding asylums
with long "batwing" wards flanking central offices to maximize staffs'
observation opportunities and patients'access to fresh air and sunlight.

McElroy, 33, is a freelance web designer in Framingham, Mass.
Two abandoned Kirkbride asylums near his home-in Danvers and
Worcester-inspired him to start the site in zooz. "They're otherworldly
places," he explains. "I'm fascinated by their size and shapes, the
dramatic scale, the quality of the architecture and craftsmanship, and
Kirkbride's whole idea that a building could help cure people."

On his travels, McElroy trains his Olympus C-8o8o on the masonry
exteriors, which are mostly turreted and studded with bay windows;

LINKS
sitephocus.eorn

ra nd.org/pu b! icaticr:s/c la ssics

/building.html

SCREffiil GRAB

he also accesses interiors (if they're not too dangerous), shooting dusty
gurneys in corridors or paint peeling from carved woodwork. About
5,ooo people visit his site each month, and McElroy receives up to 5o
e-mails a week. "The most common are from people thinking I could get
them a job at one of these places," he says. "Some people want to tell me
about their memories of working there or being incarcerated there. And
some are just a little weird, asking about paranormal experiences I've
had or tortures that might have happened at these places."

McEIroy hopes that sites like his will help inspire preservationists
and developers to save more Kirkbrides. He admits, though, that "it's
difficult to find new uses for the layouts." Happily, McElroy reports that
an asylum in Traverse City, Mich., has become the mixed-use Village
at Grand Traverse Commons. But at least six buildings have been
devastated by fire or razed. The Worcester asylum has been condemned,
and only a small, turreted portion remains of the Danvers hospital, as

the centerpiece of a rental-apartment complex called Avalon Danvers.
Its street address: rror Kirkbride Drive.

lcacale ulator.e om
treeh u gger.com/fi les/roo8/o3
/masdar-roundta ble,php

Created for architects, planners, and
others involved in construction and

development, Sitephocus is a photo
database of building typologies and
urban and suburban spaces from
around the world. Subscribers can

customize image boards to share or
use photos in proposals and reports.

ln December 1950, as the RAND

Corp. was planning to erect its very
own building, Mathematics Division
chief John Williams circulated an

informal memo with his notions
of what kind of ofFce layout would
benefit the research group most.
Read his analysis here.

Do you know what the carbon
footprint or embodied energy of
a particular product might be?

The lndustrial Design Consultancy
recently released the Life Cycle

Assessment Calculator, which the
firm claims will help determine the
environmental impact of any product.

Shortly after work began on Masdar
City- Foster + Partners' $zz billion
carbon-neutral development in Abu
Dhabi -the eco-blog TreeHugger
convened a panel to separate hype

from reality. Learn what EDAW's

Christopher Choa and others think
of the massively ambitious project.
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JELD-WEN@ windows and doors will look just as great tomorrow as they do today.

That's because each one is built to last. We prove this with features like our 20-year

warranty for products built with solid pine AuraLastc)wood, which protects

against wood decay, water absorption and termites. To learn more call

1.800 .877.9482, ext. 1409, or visit www.jeld-wen.com/1409.

Circle no. 408 or http://architect.hotims.com
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WrrH CoNaveRcrau Rooaruo
Svs.reu Marrluractunens"

IffiI

"Banfieil Highestin
G mH $atisfaGtion among

GommetGial Booting
System lUlanufaotuteJs"

le SynTec

we're on a roll ... thanks to you. lt's our customers who drive our

commitment to quality, service and innovation. And it's our customers who

landed us where we are today - over 45 years strong and rated highest in

customer satisfaction. Thanks for your business and your loyalty.

,n Solutions tor 0ver 45 Years
800-4-SYNTEC . P.0. Box 7000 . Carlisle, PA 17013 . Fax: 717-245-7053 o www.carlisle-syntec.c0m
Carlisleisatrademarkof Carlisle. @2007 Carlisle. Circle no.473 or http://architect.hotims.com Carlisle SynTec

suryeyed in April-May 2007- Your experiences may vary. Vrslt ldpower.com



TIPS FROM AN HR DIRECTOR ON HOW TO IVIAKE PERFORMANCE REVIEWS MORE

USEFU L AN D LESS PAIN FU L, rext Fred A Bernstein Photo Anne Hamersky

Best Pradices 45

ltaARK GUNDACKER oNcE woRKED at an insurance
company, where he taught classes on how to conduct
performance reviews -without ever being reviewed
himself. His boss at the time assumed that managers
didn't need pointers, says Gundacker, who knows better

These days, Gundacker plans and oversees
performance reviews as global director of human
resources for EDAW. The San Francisco-based landscape
and environmental design firm has doubled in size over
the Iast five years-it now has r,7oo employees in 35

offices around the world-and continues to grow. For

the firm to be effective at recruitment and retention, it
needs to maintain its reputation for helping employees
achieve their goals, says Gundacker, who joined in
2oo4. One way to do that is to hold periodic meetings
to discuss those goals. Although they're known as

performance reviews, the meetings offer opportunities
to talk about much more than the past, Gundacker says.

And though employees are sometimes nervous about
being evaluated, they should emerge from a review
psyched about the future.
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so HOW AM I DOIIIG?

Approach a performance
review as a dialogue to set
goals for the future, advises

Mark Cundacker (right),

EDAW's global director of
human resources.

Think about next year.
"Too many people use the performance review as a

backwa rd - looki n g, rather tha n a forwa rd-looki ng,

tool," says Cundacker. "Sure, it's an opportunity for the
employee to get feedback on past performance. But

even more important is that managers ask employees
questions like 'Where are you hoping to go? What do you

need to do to get there?' At EDAW, we use the annual
review to talk about goals for the next year. Then we do

a midyear follow-up to see if the employee is meeting
those goa ls."

Do it in the fall.
Some companies conduct performance reviews on the
employee's anniversary, which could be any time of year.

Cundacker prefers to hold them in September or October.

That way, people can get a sense of how they're doing before

end-of-year bonuses and raises are announced. Reviews are

more effective when they're linked to tangible results.

Get more than one opinion.
ln design firms, people don't typically work for one
person for an entire year. So it's important for the
person conducting the review to solicit views from other
managers. "This is especially important at a firm where
creativity is valued," says Gundacker, since creativity isn't
something that lends itself to objective measure.

Evaluation forms should guide the manager...
At EDAW, managers fill out forms rating employees on

five criteria: communication, quality of work, productivity,

innovation, and teamwork. The last two are especially

important at a design firm, Cundacker says. For managers,

there are additionalcriteria like leadership and financial
effectiveness. No EDAW employee-not even a top
manager-is exempt from the process.

... and the employee.
Before the review at EDAW, the employee is asked to
complete a self-evaluation. The manager can use the
employee's own observations to start the conversation
rolling. "lt's a good icebreaker," says Cundacker. But keep

the forms simple: "lf the paperwork is too complex," he

says, "the process becomes about filling out the forms."

Schedule enough time.
"ltell managers to allow at least an hour, with no

interruptions," says Cundacker. "lf in the course of a year
you can't block off an hour to have a meeting with an

employee, that sends the employee a message."

Use the form as a guide, not a script.
A manager should go beyond just reading the evaluation
to the employee. The purpose is to have a two-way
conversation.

Sign off.
At the end of the meeting, the manager and the employee
should both sign the form. That signals that there's
agreement, not only about what the employee has done
but also about what the employee plans to do-which is

what really matters.
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VVHEN THE MILITARY ADVANCED TRATNING CENTER

(MATC) at Walter Reed Army Medical Center in
Washington, D.C., opened last September, it met a long-
standing clinical need that has become increasingly
urgent: the need for an integrated facility to rehabilitate
returning soldiers who had lost limbs, suffered impaired
Iimb function, or sustained brain injuries in Iraq and
Afghanistan. The two-story, 3r,ooo-square-foot center
includes offices for counselors; a family lounge and
kitchen;prosthetics fitting rooms; a climbing wall; and
a ceiling-mounted exercise track that lets patients,
wearing a harness, walk or run without being tethered
to a therapist. The MATC even has an immersive virtual
environment where patients, standing on an interactive
platform, can test their reflexes.

Besides showcasing the latest technology, the MATC

gathers into one place treatment areas that previously

AU

had been scattered around the hospital. One of these
areas was the Center for Performance and Clinical
Research, known as the Gait Lab, where physical
therapists and biomechanical engineers study patients'
motions as they walk to gauge how rehab could help
them and ensure they're using the right prosthetic
device with a good fit.

The old Gait Lab was a retrofitted square room,28
feet by z8 feet, with eight special motion-capture cameras

mounted on the walls and staff desks in the corners. There,

the actual walkway for patients was about z5 feet long "at

best," says Brian Baum, a Gait Lab biomechanist. Patients

in the later stages of rehab, able to take fair$ large, quick
steps, had to stop short. There were other drawbacks, says

Baum: "We did struggle with vibration problems ... we were
next to prosthetics, where they use their big machines to
fabricate prostheses. There was tons of sawing."

47

WALTER REED,S NEW CAIT LAB HELPS SOLDIERS RECAIN MOBILITY POST-COMBAT

Text Amanda Kolson Hurley
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The new Gait Lab takes the
rgth century stop-motion
photographic analysis of
Edward Muybridge into the
zrst century.
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Motion-captute Gameras
used in the Cait Lab have
strobes of LED lights that
flash rzo times per second,
capturing the positions of
reflective markers placed on
patients' bodies. Software
turns this data into a
composite 3-D view. The
lab's computer also registers
weight on the force plates
under the floor.

So when Congress approved $ro million for the
project in zoo4 and-after a false start by another
firm, whose design came in over budget-the project
was awarded the following year as a design/build to
Turner Construction Co. and Ellerbe Becket, Baum and
his colleagues had the chance to draw up a wish list for
their new lab. They wanted the lab to sit on an isolated

They told us what the requirements would be as far as

control wiring and wiring to cameras and computer
monitors-they were able to communicate that to us
with a sketch." It was not just desirable that the Gait
Lab be planned around the equipment, says Hirsch; it
was essential, or it wouldn't perform effectively: "It
was very, very critical that when the equipment was

slab of concrete, so that vibrations from surrounding
rooms wouldn't affect their patients'motions (or how

frey calibrated them). They wanted more space, so
patients could walk briskly, even run. They wanted a
higher ceiling, so cameras could be mounted higher up
to give a bird's-eye view. And,last but not least, they
wanted better equipment.

Pouring the isolated slab was the crucial first step.
"We designed a special floating slab for the [virtual
environment] area and the Gait Lab, dropped down
about 6 feet," says Tom Anglim, director of government
services at Ellerbe Becket, who served as its project
director on MATC. The extra space was needed for
the six force plates that were installed in the floor to
register how patients carry their weight as they walk,
as well as for a treadmill with two more plates (the
old lab had only two in total). This floating slab "does
have a soft gasket material around the edge to keep
it from contacting the rest of the concrete," Anglim
notes. The dimensions of the new room were set at
48 feet ro inches by gq feet 5 inches, with an r8-foot
ceiling, says Baum. "Size and ceiling height are, from an
architectural standpoint, basic things, but they afford
us so much more flexibility," he says.

When it came to specifying the new cameras,
computer hardware and software, and force plates,
the Gait Lab technicians were in the driver's seat from
the beginning, says Elihu Hirsch, who was the project
manager for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, which
partnered with Turner and Ellerbe Becket on the center.
"Brian and Barri Schnall [a Gait Lab physical therapist]
would sit in on gur design reviews and comment on
what they needEd," Hirsch recaIIs. "[They] had been
shopping around for cameras and technical equipment.

set in place, we didn't have any change in elevation.
If someone is running to where the force plates are,
it's very important they don't experience any tactile
difference. We had to make sure the equipment would
be integrated into the final construction."

The z3 cameras in the new lab are, unlike their
eight predecessors in the old lab, mounted to an
aluminum truss system that can be adjusted up or
down (though "moving them is not the easiest thing
in the world," admits Baum). Baum and his colleagues
chose motion-capture cameras of a type commonly
used in medical applications and also in the movie
industry for animation. The model used in the Gait
lab is the Vicon MX-F4o. "Each camera has a strobe of
tED lights around it that flash a particular frequency,"
explains Baum. "Every time they flash out, the flash
hits a marker [on the patient's body] that's covered
in special reflective tape. If the strobe flashes out rzo
times per second, we can get the position of a marker
in that camera view every rzoth of a second." With
4-megapixel as opposed to r.3-megapixel resolution,
the new cameras are a big upgrade from those they
replaced. "They allow us to see the same-sized marker
farther away or use much smaller markers at the same
distance-we can model motion in a lot more detail,"
Baum says.

Each camera has a cable that leads to an area with
three hardware boxes where the cameras plug in,
eight per box. (The z4th plug is the one that connects
the force plates.) Those boxes share one connection
to the control computer. That computer uses a
software program, also made by Vicon and called
Nexus, to capture the z-D views from the 23 cameras
and turn them into a single, composite, 3-D image of
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As the name implies, FLEXCO@'s

SpexTones'" product line is high-
lighted by speckled coloration that
is particularly effective in concealing
dirt and subsurface irregularities. lt's
everything you need to specify your
next project with more confidence
and in less time..
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The Gait Lab sits on a

sunken, isolated slab (see

section, right) so that its
data will not be affected by

outside vibrations. The floor
is raised to accommodate
eight force plates, including
two in the treadmill.

SECTION Mechanical equip
screen wall

Concrete wall
with stucco finish
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THE GAIT LAB where all the markers are in space. Did the technical
requirements for such detailed motion capture make
it an especially difficult project? Not really, says Anglim.
"There did have to be inserts in the walls and structural
supports" for the truss system, he says, and there was a
lot of cabling. But it didn't drive up costs very much, and
besides, he says, "Our staff really enjoyed working on it
because of some of the complexities."

Baum is excited about the new lab's research
potential. "We're in the process right now of collecting
both our patients'data and uninjured control Igroup]
data," he says. With the longer walkway, people walk
faster, Baum has found: "We get a better sense of what
a truty comfortable pace is." tg'
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Treadmill

5 pecs
Cameras: z3 Vicon high-speed digital motion-capture

cameras, model MX-F4o, vicon.com

Software: Nexus, manufactured by Vicon and touted as

"the first Life Science-specific motion capture software on

the market," vicon.com

Hardware: The Gait Lab staff use two PCs. The primary PC

runs the Nexus t.3 software that controls the motion-

capture system. This PC has two lntel Xeon 5t30 processors

running at z.o CHz, with 2.5 CB of RAM and an NVIDIA

CeForce 76oo QI graphics card with 256 MB RAM. The

other PC is dedicated to the lab's two high-speed digital

video cameras (different from the motion-capture

cameras). lt has an lntel CorezDuo processor running at

z.4CHz with z CB of RAM and an NVIDIA CeForce 76oo CT

graphics card with 256 MB of RAM.

Aluminum truss system provided by LA ProPoint:

la propoint.com

Force plates and treadmill provided by AMTI Engineering

Services: amti-es.biz

Project Creclits

Owner Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Washington,

D.C.

Owner's rep U.5. Army Corps of Engineers Department

of the Army

Architect Ellerbe Becket

Engineering services Dyna m ic Corp.

Geotechnical engineer Haley & Aldrich

Structural engineer Weidlinger Associates

General contractor Turner Construction Co.
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Text Edward Keegan

A]ID IHE FUIURE
BElOilGS IO III

Vertical algae farms (above)
will produce hydrogen atoms
that will power lwamoto
Scott Architectu re's scheme
for San Francisco circa zro8.

LAST YEAR, TI.-IE HISTCRY CHANh]IL CHOSE AMERICA'S BIC THREE-NEW YORK, CHICACO, AND
LOS ANCELES-FOR ITS FIRST "CITY OF THE FUTURE" COMPETITION, TASKINC EIGHT TEAMS

OF ARCHITECTS FROM EACH LOCATION TO ENVISION THEIR HOMETOWN IN 1OO YEARS. FOR

2008, THE HISTORY CHANNEL TAPPED ARCHITECTS IN ATLANTA, WASHINCTON, D,C., AND SAN

FRANCISCO. AFTER A ROUND OF LOCALJUDGINC, THE TOP SCHEME FROM EACH CITY HAS

MOVED ON TO THE NATIONAL COMPETITION, WHICH CONCLUDES ON APRIL 28. THE WINNER
WILL BE ANNOUNCED DURINC A SUBSEQUENT EPISODE OF CITIES OF THE UNDERWORLD, CHECK

OUT THE FINALIST SCHEMES HERE, AND VISIT HISTORY.COM TO CAST YOUR VOTE.

Sa n F f a n C i S CO . : \+,.* I .:'l +l' i> S t lr, li i S\ i' { i: I i. +,1,, :- *.i :" ;,...

To prepare participants, the History channel sent DVDs of
its program Cities of the Underworld. San Francisco-based
Iwamoto Scott Architecture took the material so seriously
that its proposal is largely below grade, in a vast array of
habitable, infrastructural tentacles dubbed "Hydro-Net."
Built by robots and Iined with carbon nanotubes,the
structure will store hydrogen atoms to power the city.
Hydrogen will come from vertical algae farms in new
high-rise residential structures around the bay.

The underground system, with its intricate and
densely packed design, blooms periodically above the
surface to form the high-rise algae farms and two other
types of infrastructural landmarks, which Lisa Iwamoto
and her partner Craig Scott have dubbed "fog flowers"
and"geothermal mushrooms.""san Francisco is very mired
in its past - architecturally and urbanistically," Iwamoto
says. "It's tempting to think through visions for the future
in a city like this."
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Hany Hassan, a principal at Beyer Blinder
Belle, found inspiration in a ring of 69 forts
that once protected the nation's capital. His
team appropriated about half ofthese locales

as sites for a new series of icons-towers that
will produce power and food for inhabitants.
"What once protected the city brings new life
in a sustainable manner," Hassan says.

The towers connect to the UEnfant plan at
Washington's core by falling within the view-
shed of its radiating avenues. But Beyer Blinder
Belle revises IlEnfant's logic by establishing
the diagonal boulevards as new linear, urban
parks. The orthogonal streets are retained for
some kind of personal transit. Although the
team refused to speculate exactly how people
will get around in zro8, it certainly won't be

by Metro, as the scheme retasks Harry Weese's

iconic stations and tunnels as an underground
network for the delivery of goods.

The Capitol building remains at the center
of the city, with a new greensward connecting
it eastward to the Anacostia River. The Nation-
al Mall is filled with water from the Potomac,

in a radical revision of the monumental core.

Old planning principles
become the basis for the
future of Washington, D.C., as

envisioned by Beyer Blinder
Belle. Forts become towers
for energy creation, existing
metro tunnels become a

goods distribution network,
and llEnfant's famous boule-
vards become green space.

I .:,

Atlanta r i !,-:iiiS,r :;'i,.i.i.:':j.i'i:ir::iiii:- r'... , -s .-

Atlanta's winning team-a consortium of four firms-proposed a vision, called "The City in the Forest," that's
deeply rooted in EDAW's extensive work with underground infrastructure in the sprawling metropolitan area.

"You could do a simple thing and create a chain of events that make Atlanta very sustainable," says EDAW senior
associate Eric Bishop. The underlying idea is to overturn the logic of existing infrastructure-with its extensive

and overtaxed underground storm drainage-allowing stormwater to resurface naturally as streams and rivers,
and concentrate building development on the resulting natural ridges rather than in an artificial gridiron. By

creating the conditions for nature to reassert its presence, the winning proposal rethinks the form of a city in
a rolling piedmont region. The drawings are almost bereft of buildings-stressing how the forest, too, would
reclaim large swaths of land. Unlike the winning schemes in the other cities, the Atlanta proposal isn't an archi-

tectural fantasy. "If you had the money and the political will, you could do it right nolAr," Bishop says.

To green a future Atlanta,
the design team envisions a

return to nature, with storm-
water runoff brought above
ground to form streams and
rivers and the forest retaking
some of the land.
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The Challenge
The Buffalo and Erie County Naval& Military
Park, home to several decommissioned U.S.

Naval vessels, is located in an area as weather-
beaten as the ships it serves in Buffalo, New
York. Sited on the western edge of the Erie

Canal Harbori the two structures that make

up this complex were built as part of a

broader renovation. The development of the
Park required a look that would complement
the militarytheme depicted in the museum's

design and exhibits, and stand up to the
vicious weather blowing off Lake Erie.

The Solution
Flynn Battaglia Architects, who was tasked
with designing the Park, were already
considering the Sika Sarnafil D6cor Roof
System for another project. When they
learned that the nearby Erie lntermodal
Transportation Center had benefited from
the D6cor Roof System ("Sika Sarnafil 2008
D6cor Design Awards," January 2008, page
S-34), they realized that it would address
the needs of their new project as well.

Grove Roofing Services installed the
D6cor Roof System that consisted of a

SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

layer of gypsum board followed by a
vapor barrier, two layers of 2.5 inch
polyisocyanurate insulation board and a
final layer of Dens-Deck Prime. The Sika

Sarnafi I feltback membrane was adhered
to the Dens-Deck and the battens were
welded to the membrane.

"This roof gave us the look of a batten
seam metal roof ," explains Michael Meyer,
project architect at Flynn Battaglia
Architects, PC. "lt satisfied the historic
contextual design we were looking for,
while helping to stay in line with the
project budget."

It is fortunate the architect specified
such a straightforward roof system,
considering the additional challenges that
the Lake Erie waterfront posed. At one
point, strong winds actually blew the
mason's scaffolding into the canal below,
forcing the roofing subcontractor to
complete the installation with aerial lifts.

The Performance
The structure has already welcomed many
admiring visitors, just as the architect is

now an admirer of the Sika Sarnafil D6cor

Project Buffalo and Erie County
Navaland Military Par(
Buffalo, N.Y.

Empire State
Development Corporation

Flynn Battaglia Architects,
PC Buffalo, N.Y.

Grove Roofing SeMcet lnc.
Buffalo, N.Y.

Sika Sarnafil D6cor Roof
System in lead gray
vinyl membrane

Owner

Architect

Project Size 5,300 sq. ft.

Completed Summer 2007

Roof System. "Design-wise it is a pretty
straig htforward roof system," notes
Meyer. "lf the opportunity presents itself,
we would certainly work with the D6cor
Roof System again."

Why We Love lt
The lead gray membrane fits perfectly with
the gunmetal gray of the cruiser, submarine,
and destroyer docked nearby. The battens
replicate the look of batten seam metal to
further enhance the militaristic theme of
the exhibits. And because of its durability,
the Sika Sarnafil D6cor Roof System is a

good choice to keep out the harsh weather
of the Lake Erie waterfront.

uffalo and Erie County
aval and Military Park

Roofing
Contractor

Roofing
System
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6)-l€am moreabout D6cor Roof Systems and geta FREE D6cor deslgn klt at wwwsarnafilus,com/d€cor, orcall 1-80G576-2358.
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+26 YEARS AT

ONE FIRM

NAME: Lynn Befu

TITIE: Associate principal

and director of interior

architecture, Anshen + Allen

LOCATION: San Francisco

AGE:47

ANI{UAL SALARY: 
,,ANShCN +

Allen would prefer ldid not

release my compensation,

l'm happy to say that l'm

paid a living wage, but

monetary compensal ion ts

not what motivates me."

Portraits William Anthony

LvNN BEFU DEscRrBEs rrERsELT as a homebody-which may

help explain her willingness to spend her entire career so far

in the comfort zone of the same firm and focused primarily

on the same building type: healthcare facilities. "I think I was

really lucky," says Befu. In r982, shortly after she graduated

with an architecture degree from the University of California,

Berkeley, she joined the then regional firm's small interior design

department. Her good fortune, she says, stems from the fact

that the firm grew and matured on a parallel track to her own

development.'As I needed opportunity, the firm was able to offer

me new things to do," she explains.

Now Befu heads a department of z5 people working on

+MIDCAREER CHOICES
Between the enthusiasm of internship and the expectation of retirement, there lies the great expanse

of midcareer. We define "midcareer" asthe period between, roughly, the early 30s and the late 40s, a

time of life when architects are starting to make career choices akin to crossing the Rubicon: strategizing

how to make partner; leaving behind familiar colleagues and routines to launch a solo practice; finding

waysto reconcile growing work responsibilities with the work of raising a family. Stay put? Stay nimble?

Cet out? These are the pressing questions. To give some perspective, ARCHITECT asked nine midcareer

architects from around the country to describe how they're finding fulfillment (and paying the mortgage)

healthcare and educational projects worldwide. Over the past

two and a half decades, her responsibilities have evolved from

choosing colors and finishes for a single obstetrical unit to

overseeing the full scope of interiors for the r.z-million-square-

foot Intermountain Medical Center in Salt lake City, Utah,

completed last year.

At the same time, Befu has helped reshape the role of

interior designers for healthcare environments, broadening the

emphasis on creating environments in which patient comfort is

a top priority. And for a designer who developed a sense of social

responsibility as a student at Berkeley, this mission suits Befu

just fine. vERNoN MAYs

WFIAT OTHTR PROFESSIONS ARE PAYINC
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SSTARIES &ffiH ffiISEruGP
ARCHITECTURE,S TOP BUSINESS STRATEGIST
GIVES THE BACK STORY ON COMPENSATION

MoRE AND MoRE, as architecture commands ever higher
visibility, architects at all levels are finding that the
profession can pay well and offer wealth-generating
business opportunities, too. Entry-level and midcareer
professionals are increasingly respectably paid. And
firm owners on the whole are doing very well-
especially those with entrepreneurial flair.

Every year, the Greenway Group, a management
consultancy, conducts comprehensive research
and analysis to track trends in salaries, benefits,
and executive compensation at architecture firms
nationwide. This survey is conducted in January and
February and published in the March /April issue of
Designlntelligence. This year's research includes data
from r35 firms with more than z5o office locations that,
together, employ more than 17,ooo people. The research
and analysis staff at Greenway slices and dices the
information to create digestible data that can be used
for career and business planning.

As an increasing number of consumer publications
and other outlets enhance their coverage of architecture
and design, architects have become media darlings,
both for their artistic solutions and especially now
for their capacity to improve communities and the
environment. Appreciation for architectural design
as a career remains high, with the American public
consistently ranking architecture as one of the most
prestigious occupations. Appreciation is growing too for
the profession's expertise in human health, safety, and
welfare, as collective awareness of these issues grows in
the face of environmental degradation and uncertainty
across the globe. In this context, the architect plays an
increasingly important role.

THE SCRAMBTE FOR (NOT ]UST DESIGN) TATENT
There are at least two reasons why architects are
better paid than in the past: a talent shortage and
performance improvement. Evidence of the talent
shortage has been revealed repeatedly in AIA Large
Firm Roundtable discussions as well as in meetings of
the Design Futures Council executive board.

Even as the economy softens, architects'client base
is broader geographically, more generous monetarily,
and hungrier for real design talent. Notwithstanding
frequent downward pressure on architects'fees, the
Greenway Group's research reveals that project fees for
almost all building types are fair, as are firm profits.
It is not unusual for a private practice to achieve a
pretax, pre-bonus-distribution profit of 13.5 percent,
and for top-performing firms to reach beyond 18
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*:iFIRM OWNER,
DEVETOPER.

FRIENDTY

ti&M5 : Ch risto pher Pfaeffle

T!Ti [: Fou nder of

Parameter lnc,

li-:iiT! Lr t* : Ba lti m o re

.&C[: 44

Aiit{iJAL SAIARY: "1'm

making the salary l'd like

to be makrng, although

lhaven't hao a raise in a

couple of years."

rHE rrRsr rrmr architect Christopher Pfaeffle met

with Baltimore developer Patrick Turner, the two men

had to step over a Big Wheel to get to Pfaeffle's office. "I

was doing consulting and laying low after being in the

business for r5 years," Pfaeffle says. "When Pat called, I

said,'Let me just warn you: I am a one-man show, I'm
very happy, and I'm working out of my basement."'

It's nearly a decade later, and Pfaeffle's practice,

Parameter Inc., is no longer headquartered in his family's

row house. Now with a staff of ro, the Parameter offce

sits in the shadow of one of the firm's most ambitious

endeavors, the Silo Point condominiums, which will go

on sale this summer. Turner hired Pfaeffle to transform a

3oo-foot-tall rgzos grain elevator and silo complex on 15

acres of prime Baltimore waterfront into a sleek mixed-

use condominium development.

Parameter has earned a reputation in Baltimore

for successfully navigating complex adaptive-reuse

projects, and Pfaeffle is in the position of choosing the

kind of work that fits the firm's philosophy. While he

could make the leap and grow his staff, he has decided

to keep Parameter small for now.'Architecture firms
should be a combination of learning, exploration, study,

and knowing how to get things built," he says. "I'm more

interested in trying to find appropriate projects than in
just getting bigger." ErrzABErH Evrrrs DrcKrNSoN

-iTEACHING PAYS

THE BIttS
NAir.iI: Sarah Dunn and

Martin Felsen

TiTL[ : Princrpals, UrbanLab,

and directors, Archeworks

L,I{ATlilS; Chicago

&{,1: 40 (Dunn)

and 39 (Felsen)

eNi"iUAl SAL*RY: About

53,000 per credit hour

fron part t me teaching

gigs at UIC and llT
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HUSaAND-AND-wrFE ARcHrrEcrs Sarah Dunn and Martin
Felsen are on a roll. Last year, their five-person firm, Urbanlab,

won the History channel's "City of the Future" competition.

Then, in December, Felsen received the Young Architect Award

from AIA Chicago. And this Ianuary they were appointed co-

directors of Chicago's alternative design school, Archeworks.

Somewhere amid this string of achievements, Dunn gave birth
to their first child.

The couple met while graduate students at Columbia. After

graduation, he moved to Chicago to teach at IIT while she went

to work for Rem Koolhaas in Rotterdam. In a sense, Koolhaas

also brought the pair back together: Dunn made numerous trips

between Europe and Chicago as project architect for OMAs IIT

campus center before joining Felsen full time in r999.

They designed and built a live-work structure for
themselves, sited halfway between their income-producing

gigs at IIT (Felsen) and UIC (Dunn). Grants and project fees

help keep the shop operating. "We put every penny towards the

employees," says Felsen, calling their fees fair and competitive.

Says Dunn, "We've always thought,'We'II do our best and see

what happens."'So far, the approach seems to be working out.

EDWARD KXEGAN
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percent. There is even an upper stratum of consistent
performance above z5 percent. There are exceptions,
of course-and sometimes these get the loudest
complaints at professional meetings-but scrutiny of
project after project and firm after firm tells a story of
healthy client-to-architect business and profes sional
relationships. The dynamic economy does not ignore
the importance of design talent; in fact, the situation is
just the opposite.

Additionally, professional practices today tend to
be much better managed and better led than they used
to be. The culture of architecture firms increasingly
(yet not consistently) leans toward high performance.
Because many firms aspire to be top performers
in the industry, firm leaders now often emphasize
communication skills, maturity, managerial judgment,
and collaboration, not just design skills.

According to the Greenway Group's LEAP diagnostic
(a cultural analysis of leadership, empowerment,
accountability, and processes), it is not unusual for a

surveyed firm to perform at best-in-class levels in four
to six of r4 standardized assessment categories. This
best-of-class status puts them in the company of the
top t5 percent of all firms. What this means in terms of
architects'compensation is that there is a noticeable
increase in meritocratic rewards, and less patience
with lower-performing staff. Lower-performing staff
(sometimes referred to as "sliders" or "designosaurs")
do not fit for the long term in firms that are moving
forward. And forward is where the profession is going:
According to one recent study by Designlntelligence, the
productivity of surveyed firms will have increased roo
percent between 1999 and 2oog.

Yes, there are leading corporate and star architects
who can and do make more than $z million, or r million
pounds, or, for that matter, T million yuan. But what is
more common is for architects to find a professional
practice role that brings admirable compensation
and a sense of fairness. Of course, architects can play
the pauper if they choose to, but, frankly, this stance
represents a self-limiting belief system.

Some architects will find themselves at the low end
of the scale, including those who teach architecture
in the academy, those with relatively low-level
government positions, and those who work in less-
than-successful practices. Naturally, architects in
the lower quartile-indeed, in the lower haif of the
profession-are more vocal and less satisfied with their
status than their peers are.

RECESSION RAISES: EXPLAINING THE PARADOX
Pay hikes look likely this year, even though perhaps z4
percent of firms will likely reduce staff due to economic
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+MAKING IT AS

AN ARTIST

NAME: Laurel Porcari

TlTl[: Arch itectu ra I

glass sculptor

!CCATION; New Orleans

AC5:43

ANNL.,AL SAIAEY: 560,000-
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"I vvAs NEvER AN ARcxrrEcr's ARcHrrrcr. I'm too impatient. I
just can't wait around for years for a building to get built," says

New Orleans sculptor Laurel Porcari. Her preferred medium,
kiln-formed glass, is hot, heavy, and dirty, but immediate-a far

cry from CAD drawings. Nevertheless, her pieces, cast so that
the material flows and warps to take on textures or resemble

landscapes, capture an architect's sensibility.

After receiving her M.Arch. from Columbia in 1993, Porcari

headed for Australia, where she taught design in both Perth

and Melbourne. She was also working in plastic, hand-printing

abstract maps on acrylic sheets to create art installations.

Returning to the States, she landed in New Orleans to study in
the architecture Ph.D. program at Tulane University.

When she discovered Tulane's glass foundry she switched

to the fine arts department. "I realized that the material held a

lot more potential to build something big, environmental, and

site-specific." She earned an M.F.A. in zoo3. If Porcari is nostalgic

for anything in the architecture profession, it's neatness: "Some

days I miss going to work and being clean," she jokes.

These days, Porcari casts glass in her NOKO Studio for new

architectural commissions and develops proposals for public

art installations. She also teaches glass fabrication at Tulane. In

the wake of Hurricane Katrina, she banded together with local

artists to establish the New Orleans Creative Glass Institute. The

nonprofit provides studio space and a focal point for the city's

glass arts community. MIMI ZEIGER

+THE YOUNGEST
PRINCIPAT AT HKS

NAME: Eddie Abeyta

TITL[: Principal designer

LOCATI0N: Dallas

AGi: 38

AT{NUAL SALARY:

525o, ooo-S35o, ooo

EDDrE ABEvTA rs NBVER ren from a sketchbook. On airplanes

he doodles abstract towers. As a kid growing up in El Paso, Tex.,

he drew tricked-out race cars. In a high school drafting class,

Abeyta (then still thinking he d make a career designing Ferraris)

discovered architecture: "I latched onto the fact that architecture

revolved around space," he recalls.

Since then, Abeyta's path has been straightforward. While

attending Texas ^A.&M, he began interning at HKS-where his

uncle, Nunzio De Santis, is an executive principal-and then
joined the firm on graduation. Fourteen years later, he heads

a team of six to eight designers at HKS. Add in the project

managers, production staff, and consultants who report to him,

and the number swells to almost 3o.

Even with a stream of high-profiIe projects to design-like
the W Dallas Victory Hotel and Residences and the Aladdin

Music Hotel and Casino in Las Vegas-Abeyta is restless. He

believes that HKS, with strong project managers and code

experts and a full-blown model shop, has the resources to handle

bigger, more interesting jobs. It just needs stronger designs.

Abeyta is trying to recruit young talent to a corporate firm,

which isn't always easy. "I am trying to push the envelope and

expand ideas," he explains. "When I go places, I keep asking

myself,'What can I do to make this better?"' lvtllvtl zxIGER
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INTETLECT

OVER INCOME

. : Mark Pasnik

, Pr ncipal, over,under

- '.:. Boston

,i, 37

i . : ,r:i ' Except

for teaching, none so far,

"Our accountant tel s us

we should p an a target

saLary for pnncipals at

approximately 59o,OOO

For the moment, we are not

there "

pressures and due to improved performance arising
from technology and better project management
systems. Savvy firms strategically downsize staff
in order to stay financially healthy as the economy
softens; however, these firms are likely to keep
compensation packages strong for the retained talent.
The old industry standard of $rro,ooo of revenue per
full-time equivalent (FTE) is history. Productivity is
now approaching $r3o,ooo per FTE and is much higher
in successful firms. Correspondingly, staff in these
organizations are also earning more.

Architect payrolls can be brought into better focus
by a review of supply-and-demand economics. Without
doubt, there is a talent shortage in every major category
of the profession, ranging from the short list for
architect of the Capitol to healthcare facility architects
to cemetery architects (yes, one of hundreds of niches).
Greenway Group forecasts increasing demand-not a

hockey-stick curve, but a steady, gradual incline-for
architects in every building type, each category of
professional service, and every leadership position
industrywide.

The pending (or current) economic slide will have
Iittle short-term impact (i.e., over the next six months)
on most architecture firms, but it will have noticeable
midterm impact. Still, most firms will not experience
cash-flow difficulty until about six to rz months from
now (based on Greenway interviews), and they will
note backlog slippage of around three to four months by
year end. Looking forward z4 months, strong practices
in healthcare, education, and luxury hospitality will
be the most resilient. Average to below-average design
organizations will be the most adversely affected by
the downturn. This recessionlike period appears to
be entering markets like a slow-moving fog and will
probably exit the same way. Professional practices
ought to put in place programs to weather the soft
economic conditions. New opportunities will soon arise
from this period of uncertainty.

Projections by the Brookings Institution of real-
estate development growth in urban areas remind us

that, notwithstanding short-term peaks and valleys
in the economy, the built environment in the United
States ought to experience dramatic growth from now
through zoz5. This will place a huge responsibility on
the shoulders of a relatively small-but not fledgling-
architecture profession.

DON'T PITY THE INTERNS
Salaries for intern architects have increased, although
pay scales vary according to geography and discipline.
We define interns as those enrolled in the NCARB

Intern Development Program. There are three levels,
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rF ARcHrrEcrs ARE EITHER IDEA pEopLE or tectonic people,

Mark Pasnik falls into the former camp. In addition to a ro-

year stint at Boston's Machado and Silvetti Associates writing
proposals, making presentations, and generally helping out
with "the intellectual ends of the offce," as Pasnik puts it, he

also pubiished three books, taught, and was on the editorial
staff of Assemblage."I've done all these things that interested

me personally but were on the periphery of practicing
architecture," says Pasnik, who received a B.Arch. from Cornell

int994 and a Master in Design Studies from Harvard in r995.

Pasnik's decision to leave Machado and Silvetti (where

his salary was in the mid-5os) in zoo4 and found the
multidiscipiinary Boston firm over,under with three co-

workers suggests he's still following his bliss. (He and co-

principal Chris Grimley have also established a design-focused

gallery, Pink Comma, as an "extra component" to over,under.)

In zoo7, over,under's first year of real practice, half of the
flrm's billings came from graphic identity work. None of the

principals is a licensed architect, but that wiil change soon:

Pasnik is pursuing his license because the Wentworth Institute
of Technology, where he teaches, requires it for professors to
achieve the equivalent of tenure. But it will also mean that
over,under can go after planning and building work stateside.

BRAULIO AGNESE
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+FROM COOPER

UNION TO

CONSTRUCTION

NAME: Darren Guyer

TITLE: Site supervisor,

Taocon Construction

Management

LOCATTON: New York

AGE: 3'l

ANNUAL SALARY: "60 to 70

percent" more than his last
job in architecture
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THE DUsr-covERED ,oBsrrB is a far cry from the studio Darren Guyer left behind when he switched

from junior designer in an architecture firm to a site supervisor for a construction company, but the

3r-year-old isn't looking back. Guyer got his architecture degree in zooo from the Cooper Union and

worked at two small New York firms before decamping for construction in spring zoo5.

Guyer made the switch for several reasons: frustration with the long hours of architecture
(though he says his former employers were "very fair"); the feeling that he had learned all he could

at a small fi.rm; and low compensation. "I am making 6o to 7o percent again now what I was making

in architecture," he says.

Construction has its own drawbacks. "There's a lot more stress involved in terms of having
to deal with crises like fires, God forbid, and accidents," Guyer notes. But he thinks the benefits

outweigh the concerns: "Not a lot becomes standard or boring." Guyer's not Ietting his design

training languish, either; he's actively pursuing his license through the ARE testing process. "In
construction, it would be an untouchable qualification." rarrE GERFEN
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+FOR THE GREATER GOOD

NAME: Amit Price Patel TITLE: Designer, David Baker +

Partners IOCATION: San Francisco ACE: 32 ANNUAL

SALARY: "More than a Burger King manager but less than a

hedge fund manager."

roR MANv youNc coLLBGt cnADUATBs, the opportunity to

travel abroad means fun and frolic. But for Amit Price Patel,

the experience was a life-changing dose of reality. After
graduate study at the University of California, Berkeley, Patel

moved to South Africa in zoo3. "The vestiges of apartheid
were still very apparent," says Patel, who worked for Noero

Wolff Architects on a low-income housing prototype and the

winning competition entry for the Apartheid Museum.

The work in South A,frica stirred a lasting interest in
housing design, which has become the focus of Patel's career.

While working at Goody Clancy in Boston, he won top honors

in a zoo4 competition for a sustainable mixed-use project

in Portland, Ore. The next year he tied for first place in San

Francisco's Octavia Boulevard Housing Design Competition.

The Octavia competition introduced Patel to architect
David Baker, one ofthejudges and a specialist in affordable

housing. The chance to work for Baker lured Patel back to

the Bay Area in late zoo5. Currently, he is project manager

on a rzo-unit complex for former homeless people, just the
kind of public project that feeds his interest in the political

dimension of architecture. "It's not an easy process," he says.

"But affordable housing [is] a great area ofpractice because it
is an essential building t1pe." vrnwoN MAys

Su pport Staff
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each representing a year of internship. The most
noticeable development is that interns in New York City
are now among the better paid in the United States.
For a period in the early part of this decade, New York

City interns were paid below national averages due to
business conditions of firms there and the fact that so

many NAAB-accredited architecture school graduates
applied to work in New York firms. Supply-and-demand
economics lowered intern compensation in New York

City then, but not today.
There is another factor giving a bump to U.S. intern

salaries, and that is the importation of services. Dozens

of foreign-owned firms have moved into New York City
and elsewhere in the United States. This has driven
up salaries, thanks in part to currency exchange rates:
The softening U.S. dollar valuation has had a positive
effect on intern salaries in New York; Washington, D.C.;

Boston; Seattle; and San Francisco.

How much do intern architects make? The median
is $37,8o3 in year one and $q6,qg1 in year three. Our
survey reveals that the top performers can earn more
than $7o,ooo (including overtime)the year prior to
taking the Architectural Registration Examination.
Immediately upon passing the exam, newly minted
architects will see their compensation increase by about

5 percent to 9 percent.

MIDCAREER RISKS AND REWARDS

At midcareer, many architects are launching their
own firms, and this represents a time of both risk and
rewards. There can be significant pay increases, along
with a greater burden of responsibility. However, some
midcareer professionals get caught in traps that limit
their growth and compensation. Some become "CAD

monkeys" rather than project leaders, with self-imposed
blinders focusing them on project details rather than
the big picture. They can become so absorbed in
details that they neglect their own career grovuth and
financial success. This happens slowly and invisibly
but very easily, especially to young professionals
without mentorship.It is the "invisible obvious" in the
profession, and it is preventing the rich unfolding of
high-achieving Ieadership talent.

The Designlntelligence survey for zooS conducted
numerous analyses of midcareer architects along with
mature professionals and firm owners. Midcareer
architects who own their own firms can earn six
figures, and it would not be unusual for an owner of a
2oo-person firm to receive a bonus equal to his or her
salary. (A fuII examination of executive compensation
can be found in the Designlntelligence report.) A
midcareer employee architect, with ro to 14 years'
experience and without an ownership stake in the firm,
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+CAREER COU]TSEII]IG
EXPERT ADVICE ON LANDINC THAT DREAM JOB-OR HOLDING ON TO YOUR TOP TALENT

NAME/TITLE: Judy Wert, cofounder of executrve search firm Wert & Co.

New York-based Wert & Co. matches mid to senior-level executives in
architecture, industrial design, fashion, and other creative disciplines
with companies in search of leaders. Iudy Wert describes her role as "a

little bit of a psychologist, a little bit of an administrator, a little bit of a
trend marketer, and a little bit of a mother hen."

. The war for talent between organizations and across the economy has

become far more aggressive. Design is no longer a backseat driver. Design

has become respected: took at the iPhone.

. [A strong candidate in today's market:] Results-oriented; business

perspective; global awareness; good, sound business judgment.

. Education does matter-that's the foundation of how somebody thinks
and grows their knowledge. In architecture, credentials do speak loudly.

. A r6sum6 is a document; that's all it is. Be clear, concise, and do spell
check. The portfolio work is what will speak to the talent.

. You need to think of a little bit of theater when you're putting together
your portfolio. Are you telling a story? Have you thought through the
pacing? Can someone see the heart of the work? Separate what you think
is interesting from what's going to be interesting to someone who may

have limited time.

. Sometimes people need to make hard decisions about what their
priorities are. Money? A potential mentor? A project? What are their most

important criteria? I ask that question from the get-go. It's never been my
experience that architects make decisions on money [alone], because they
probably wouldn't have picked architecture.

---.>

NAME/TITLE; Cay Herron, management consultant, Eurekal Learning Tools

Herron is currently working with HOK at its headquarters in St. Louis,

Mo., on an employee retention and development initiative. She also

helped create a formal mentoring program for HOK. Herron has taught at

Washington University in St. Louis and worked with clients including the
FBI and numerous Fortune roo companies.

. HOK was my first time working with architects. My biggest revelation
was that, as people move through their [architectural] careers, they still
are involved with the actual project work of the firm. In a corporation,
satisfaction comes from the more people you manage, more visibility in
the organization-that kind of thing.

. On the other hand, all employees have some very basic questions they
want answered. What do you want me to do? How well am I doing it?

What do I get out of it?

. About five years ago, each of the HOK offices developed a mentoring
program, and interested people in the office were matched up with
mentees. They had to set goals, and at the midpoint and the end, we did a

check-in as to how well it was going. People responded to it very well. But

time is always the enemy of mentoring.

. I think the recognized leaders are those [for whom] coaching and
mentoring are equally important as providing architectural expertise.

. For people who are in their 5os, there was really no expectation of
support. Many worked with the same company all their lives. [The
thinking was,l 'If I do a great job and am loyal, my employer takes care

of me.'Now employees are responsible for developing themselves. They

naturally gravitate toward [workplaces that have] a support system.

MARI(ETING MANAGERS
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can expect a median salary of $73,355. Such non-owner
architects typically receive an annual bonus of stightly
more than 9 percent, to give them a total compensation
of $8o,178.

WHATTHE FUTURE HOTDS

We now know more about real architect compensation
than ever before. It is a story filled with promise.
Entry-Ievel, midcareel, and senior-level salaries
are competitive in the AEC economies of the world.
Moreover, architects are increasingly valued, with an
acknowledged economic return on investment. The
popularity of architecture as a career is not new. But
it is accelerating as a respectably paid and satisfying
career option. And especially for partner owners, it can

be a highly compensated profession.
We expect further growth of salaries and

corresponding benefit plans in zoo8, fueled by
continued public and client interest in the art of
architecture; the brand strength of leading firms and
their financial muscle;the new attention being paid to
how form and space affect health and welfare; and, of
course, the creative professional lifestyle that is sought
by members of Generation Y (and those of us wishing
we were members). $'

lames P. Cramer is chairman and chief executive
officer of the Greenway Group andfounding editor of
Designlntelligence. He is co-chair of the Design Futures
Council and a Fellow of the Western Behavioral Sciences

Institute. Cramer has authored or co-authored three
books, including How Firms Succeed: A Field Guide to
Design Management and The Next Architect: A New
Twist on the Future of Design. He is a former executive
vice president and chief executive officer of the American
Institute of Architects.

*About the survey
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ELEvEN yEARs AGo, the Los Angeles Unified School District (IAUSD)-the country's second largest public school sys-
tem-won a major political coup: $z.a billion in bond dollars for a school modernization and construction initiative.
For the first time in 3o years, the IAUSD would have the funds to build new schools and to ease the overcrowding and
crumbling infrastructure that plagued the district. The administration set the bar high: Over a period of 15 years, more
than roo new schools would be erected, while more than 8oo existing schools would be updated and expanded.

The Belmont Learning Complex was supposed to usher in this new era. Belmont was meant to be an architectural
statement of the future of public education in L.A. Placed on a prominent lot in the heart of downtown, the school would
brush shoulders with the LAUSD's own high-rise headquarters on South Beaudry Avenue. The construction site was vis-
ible from the famously busy state rro Freeway, so thousands of commuters could watch daily as the public school began
to take shape in the distance.
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Then contractors found noxious gases.

In 1999, workers unearthed a toxic brew
where the playing fields would go. Construc-
tion stopped, and the LAUSD embarked on
an expensive series of tests to see if the gas-
es could be contained. And that's when they
found the earthquake fault line.

The press and the community went on the
attack, calling the LAUSD incompetent and
incapable of managing the public's money ef-
fectively. With the cost to complete the school
rising to a reported $3oo million, Belmont
was fast becoming the most expensive public
school in the United States. Add to that the
news that the district couldn't pay its contrac-
tors and design firms on time, and the LAUSD

was not only gaining a bad reputation in the
public's eye, but architects saw it as an inef-
ficient and frustrating client. The country's
most ambitious school-building program
couldn't have gotten off to a worse start.

Today, Guy Mehula, the chief facilities ex-
ecutive for the district, can see Belmont from
his office on the z3rd floor of the LAUSD build-
ing. The school, sited differently with a re-
vised design, will finally open its doors later
this year and, in an effort to put the past to
rest, the district has renamed it Vista Hermo-
sa, or "Beautiful View." From where Mehula
is standing, the view truly is spectacular. The

crystalline February day affords a panorama
of the Los Angeles basin with the Hollywood
Hills rising in the distance. Mehula points to
several major school projects already complet-
ed or under way, including a new arts-focused
high school designed by Viennese firm Coop
Himmelb(I)au.

The IAUSD'S New Construction and Mod-
ernization Program hit the $2o.3 biilion mark
this year, making it the largest public infra-
structure project in the United States, surpass-
ing even Boston's Big Dig. Since zooo, 53o acres
of land have been acquired throughout Los

Angeles and the surrounding counties. Sixty-
nine new schools have been completed, with
63 more on line, for a total of some 165,ooo
new student seats. Despite the initial skepti-
cism and ridicule, the LAUSD has racked up an
impressive list of AIA design awards; in zoo6,
the Urban Land Institute honored the district
with its annual Award for Excellence.

"That," Mehula says,looking down at Bel-
mont, "that is all behind us."

A BUMPY PHASE ONE

The district regards its building program as

nothing less than an effort to reinvigorate
public education in the city and, by exten-
sion, the city itself. From the outset, officials
recognized the pivotal role that architects

would play in realizing this vision. "We didn't
want cookie-cutter schools," Mehula says. "We

wanted to do something that fit into each
community." Over the past decade, the LAUSD

has hired more than ro5 architecture firms, in-
cluding high-profile and award-winning ones
like Morphosis, Perkins+Will, Johnson Fain,
and Gensler. It established a Design Advisory
Council composed of top-tier architects to sup-
port the design process. And it finally figured
out how to pay on time.

To appreciate the significance of these
steps, especially the last one, it helps to under-
stand the realities of public education in [.A.
The LAUSD is second only to New York City in
the number of students it serves. The district
is spread thin over 7oo square miles of sprawl
and encompasses a wide range of socioeco-
nomic and racial demographics.It also has z6
different cities under its purview, which means
a host of city councils to lobby and mollify.

As in many public school systems in the
United States, high teacher turnover and
dropout rates beleaguer the LAUSD, which is
known for overcrowding and poor facilities.
For years, budget constraints prevented con-
struction from keeping pace with population
growth, and, as a result, thousands of students
must board buses at dawn and ride an hour or
more to a school in a distant neighborhood.
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Once there, they may sit in a temporary trailer
because the main school can't accommodate
them. In some areas, the district adopted a
year-round calendar to alleviate the overflow.

By 1997, with nearly Too,ooo students
already in the system, officials predicted a

shortage of 2oo,ooo classroom seats in the
near future. The L.A. school board, advancing
the cause in the political arena, pushed to pro-
vide a sustainable school in each community,
with a seat for every student, and to return to
a traditional two-semester school calendar.

One year after that first bond bill passed,
the LAUSD promised 78,ooo new classroom
seats within six years (that was later adjusted
to 65,ooo seats by 2oo7, a goal they subse-
quently met). In order to get matching funds
from the state, they had to get de-

signs on the boards immediately.
The New School Construction Pro-
gram began at a bteakneck speed,

one reason for the problems in
phase one.

"They went out, they engaged

7o-plus architects, and they had 7o designs
without all of the design guidelines in place,"
Mehula says today. "To get $7oo million in ap-
plications before the state as quickly as they
did was a phenomenal task, but look at the
daily news at the time. LAUSD had published
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The school, completed at a cost
of $16o million, sits on a rg-acre
site in west central L.A. and
takes students from Pico-Union,
Westlake, Angelino Heights,
and other neighborhoods. lt
comprises three small learning
communities, a schools-within-
schools model that a number
of architects working with the
LAUSD helped to develop.
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Thom Mayne designed the
K-5 Dr. Theodore T. Alexander
Jr. Science Center School, a
partnership ofthe LAUSD and
the California Science Center.

The $62 million campus joins
a boldly geometric steel wing
to a historic armory and serves

as a gateway to the Exposition
Park/University of Southern
California area. Morphosis won
a 2oo7 AIA Honor Award for the
school project.

the plan that they would deliver 65,ooo seats
by zooT and the nicest quote was:'It's prob-
ably unrealistic.' Even school district officials
were testifying to the school board and saying,
'It can't be done."'

Many of the f,rst-phase architecture firms
had never navigated a school through review
and regulations in Los Angeles, let alone in
the state of California (where the complex de-
sign review process takes an average of nine
months). Nick Seierup oversees the L.A. office
of Perkins+Will, one of the first firms to win
a contract for a new high school. Seierup wit-
nessed the challenges faced by younger firms.
"The manual from the LAUSD is like War and
Pe ac e," Seierup says. "The [sustainability] codes

are like Anna Karenina. And then you have the
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state regulations on top of that. It really makes
it easy to snow under a small fi.rm."

The district bogged down the process
further by simply promoting construction
managers to oversee the projects. "In the first
phase, they took the construction managers

and said,'Congratulations! You are in charge
of everything!'But working with architects re-
quires a different skill set," Mehula says.

A NEW ROIE FOR ARCHITECTS

Things began to change in zoor when Roy
Romer, a former governor of Colorado and a

past chairman of the Democratic National
Committee, became the superintendent of
schools in [.A. Romer used his weekly public-
access television show to interview architects
and to introduce the public to the design con-
cepts behind the LAUSD master plan. At its
core, the plan promoted the belief that a good
neighborhood school could enhance more
than education. Each school would be individ-
ualized to the specific needs of the area and
would work to fit in aesthetically.

The schools would embrace multiple uses,
becoming centers for the whole community.
The LAUSD partnered with the Boys & Girls
Clubs of America to bring in after-school pro-
gramming.It aligned with afiordable housing
advocacy groups to create mixed-use devel-
opments. It forged an alliance with the city's
Department of Recreation and Parks for more
green space, and it positioned schools near pub-
Iic transit. In the case of the $44 million Mor-
phosis-designed Science Center School, which
opened in zoo4, architects designed a school
and a resource center within the campus of the
California Science Center at Exposition Park.

Several years ago, the LAUSD created the
Design Advisory Council, composed of area
architects to help bridge the communication
gap between the design teams, the district,
and the community. Stephen Kanner, of Santa
Monica-based Kanner Architects, has chaired
the council for about a year. "The LAUSD re-
quires each architect to present at least three
planning options for a site. Our role is to look
at school designs from the inception, which is
really great, because you can help shape the
environment," Kanner says.

Forming the council "has been a very posi-
tive move," says Armando Gonzalez, whose
firm, Gonz alez / G o o dale Archit e ct s, has worked
with the TAUSD since the late r98os and is
currently completing a $SZo million school
complex on the former site of the Ambassa-
dor Hotel in the Mid-Wilshire neighborhood.
Gonzalez says there was a palpable shift in

the way schools got built when
Romer and Mehula (who joined
the LAUSD a year after Romer)
came on board.

"I know some architects who
said that they wouldn't work
for the district after that first

phase," Gonzalez says. "When they brought in
new leadership, they now had people who un-
derstood how projects go together. They set up
their own accounting department, and that re-
ally helped, because they understood the whole
notion of invoicing."
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The unintended consequence ofthe LAUSD

not having firm design standards in place at
the outset was that architects Iiterally helped
rewrite the rules. They began challenging the
district to consider new building materials
and floor plans. "We went after a lot of design
standards thinking that they were wrong,"
Gonzalez says. "We had some really wonder-
ful people at the project level [at LAUSD] who
worked for us. We moved a lot of design guide-
Iines into major firsts."

With tight budgets and rising construction
costs, the district needed to be creative, but
there was some hesitation. "It all comes down
to dollars," Kanner says. "We try to explain that
there are ways to deal with design
that aren't exotic." Perkins+Will
employed its own staff, engi-
neers, and energy modelers to
make a case for a diversity of ma-
terials and layouts. "Corrugated
metal, for example, wasn't something they
initially accepted," Seierup says. "It was a big
departure from stucco."

HYBRID BUILDINGS

The push for aesthetic change arose also from
working in a dense setting. A school that might
sit on 48 acres elsewhere is afforded a quarter of
that space in L.A. In the case of Helen Bernstein
High School in Hollywood, Perkins+Will had to

design a facility with z,6oo seats on a mere 12.4

acres. The site, the former home of Metromedia
Fox Studio, is bordered by the Hollywood Free-

way on one side and an urban neighborhood on
the other. After a school district employee saw

neighborhood kids playing soccer in a cemetery,

the architects were asked to provide green space

for an entire community that lacked it.
Perkins+Will developed a four-story de-

sign very different from the two-story rectan-
gles of traditional L.A. area schools. "Principals

were nervous about the density and having
a building over two stories," says Wendell
Vaughn, a principal at Perkins+Will and the
head of its K-rz education division. But the
idea of small learning communities changed

administrators' minds. Rather than create
mammoth schools, architects proposed carv-
ing the buildings into small communities of
students with the administration dispersed
throughout. This way classrooms stayed inti-
mate while the school still accommodated a

large student body.

Architects also developed clever solutions
for balancing the public and private faces of
the schools, to allow for openness while pro-

tecting the students' safety. Helen Bernstein,

which will be completed this summer, has a

car drop-off on the east side of the site, facing
the U.S. tot Freeway. Fritted-glass windows
mimic the striation of the exterior corrugated-
metal cladding and make a striking architec-
tural statement as cars whiz by. Fencing pivots
open to create a welcoming entryway that can

easily lock when access needs to be restricted
to the courtyard beyond. The west side of the
school connects to the community via a pro-
cessional lined with trees; a central plaza in-
corporates a grand stairway that can double as

an outdoor auditorium.
Inside, the architects paid close attention

to the student experience. Windows at each

end of the hallway mean that
you are always walking toward
the light. Bump-outs in corri-
dors offer space for students to
stop and talk or to work on a

laptop. Balconies offer the kind
of views that fetch top dollar in nearby condo

developments. From one art studio you can
Iook out on the Hollywood sign and the domes

of the Griffith Observatory.
The architects are quick to point out that

the school not only gives the students a grand
perspective on their worid but aiso offers the
public a view into the education system. "We

wanted to make student activities transpar-
ent," Vaughn says. "It s important for people
to see public education in action." The LAUSD
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wanted the school to have a symbolic value,
agrees Seierup: "This school district had not
built much for a good stretch of time, and they
were really looking forward to creating sym-
bols for education in Los Angeles. That became
a part of their mission as well."

Accordingly, several of the LAUSD's most
symbolic new schools are on prominent sites
visible from main roads. Coop Himmelb(l)au's
$zo9 million High School 9, set to open later
this year, sits across Grand Avenue from the
Cathedral of Our Lady of the Angels and joins
the nearby Los Angeles Music Center, Museum
of Contemporary Art, and Walt Disney Con-
cert Hall. This is the wonder of L.A.'s evolving
downtown, where Frank Gehry and Arata Iso-
zaki are sprinkled among the ubiquitous fast
food joints, strip malls, and office towers.

"For us, it was very important to make a
statement," says Wolf D. Prix, principal of Coop
Himmelb(l)au. (HMC Architecture is the exec-
utive architect on the project.) "First, we had
the chance to contribute to the rising image of
downtown. Second was the content. This is a
high school for the arts. I think it's the one and
only school that brings together the content
and the architecture in this way."

On a recent winter afternoon, Prix, fresh in
town from Vienna, leads a tour of the construc-
tion site. He heads for the Iocation where par-
ents will drop off their kids and stands at the
base of a sweeping staircase,looking up onto a

courtyard above. The late afternoon sun honeys
the sky and reflects in the steel wrapping the
cone-shaped library. "This is my favorite view."

In an era of No Child Left Behind bureau-
cracy and limited arts curriculums, High School

9 feels monumental, not just for its design, but
also for the respect it offers the future student
body. "This school will produce artists who will
exhibit in the museum and musicians who will
play in Disney Hall," Prix says. "The architecture
has an important effect."

The school's small site (9.8 acres) and
limited square footage (z3o,ooo) meant Coop
Himmelb(l)au had to find creative interior so-

lutions. Hallways have bump-outs, allowing
for sculpture displays. A grassy field includes
removable goal posts, so it can also serve as

a gathering spot. "We call it hybrid building,"
Prix says. "Increasingly, you have to invent
double functions. [This] will be the future of
architecture in big metropolitan areas."

THE HOME STRETCH

The future of school construction in L.A.,
though, will be one of even more squeezed re-
sources. Just as the LAUSD began construction
on first-phase schools, Los Angeles was enter-
ing a major building boom, and today, despite
the dragging economy, union-wage labor re-
mains scarce and expensive, and the cost of
construction materials is on the rise. Also, the
district's small-site plans often require expen-

zooS / PERKTNs+wrr[

The four-story design of Helen

Bernstein, a departure from the
norm in 1.A., was necessitated
by the small (rz-acre) Hollywood
site, once home to a film studio.
The new 250,ooo-square-foot
school includes an auditorium, a

dance studio, football and soccer

fields, and a swimming pool
and will take more than z,ooo
students from oversubscri bed

area schools. Helen Bernstein is

scheduled to open this fall.

zooS / coor xralnnera(l)au
Coop Himmelb(l)au's
High School 9, now under
construction, sits on a

prominent site beside the
U.5. tor Freeway. The LAUSD

hopes the building will be

seen as a symbol of a vibrant
public education system. The

$zo9 million project features
an asymmetrical cone with
an oculus that will house the
library; a tower wrapped by

a spiral in the shape ofthe
number gi and a public theater
seating r,ooo.

sive components like underground parking.
Last year, the per-classroom cost to build a

new school peaked at an average $6oo square
foot (this includes soft costs).

As it passes the halfway mark of the build-
ing program, the district is working to find so-

lutions. It created an outreach program with
unions to get new workers into building jobs,
and it is trying to educate small construction
firms on how to bid on public projects. It even
initiated an architecture internship program
for high school students: Juniors and seniors
who complete a Saturday course on design
and construction are eligible for paid summer
internships at local firms. Last year, r57 stu-
dents went through the program.

On the heels of such successes, Guy Me-
hula has added lecturing to his busy schedule.
He travels the country talking to other school
districts about the building program in Los
Angeles. His favorite presentation is a riff on
MasterCard commercials. He has a slide show
that opens with clips of the negative press cov-
erage from the early days.

"Then I put up slides with stats," Mehula
says. "Building 214 new schools and addi-
tions: Srz.6 billion. Modernizing 8oo existing
schools: $7.7 billion. Proving the press wrong:
Priceless." jgl

To see additional images of L.A.'s new and renovated

s cho ols, visit www. archit e ctmag azine. com.
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BUrLT rN 1913 FoR roEL HURT, an early Atlanta developer, the Hurt Building is a
cornerstone of the city's downtown. Architect J.E.R. Carpenter's grand design is sited
on a broad, triangular parcel, and, at the time of its construction, it was one of the
largest office buildings in the world. But for Frank Dellaert, associate professor in the
College of Computing at the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta, this isn't why
the structure is important. It's the height. At t7 stories, the building's roof offered a

sweeping perspective of the city. Over the years, photographers routinely lugged their
equipment to the parapet and captured Atlanta on film.

Dellaert and his research team-which includes Grant Schindler and Sing Bing
Kang of Microsoft Research-are at work on "4D Cities." The project adds time

as a variable to 3-D urban models, creating an image database that shows a

city's evolution. Like a kind of virtual time-lapse film, it's an interactive
way of accessing historical image archives.

To illustrate their software developments, the team has built a

4-D model of Atlanta using contemporary digital data and historical
documents taken from the Atlanta History Center's archive. Dellaert
calls it "photographic archaeology." The photographic record is used
to shape the model, a process called "spatio-temporal reconstruction."
The team fed some zoo images into the system to build the sample
model. Determining the camera lens position is just as important as

the subject matter it captured. Each Iocus gives the computer a vantage
point from which it can identify where the buildings are in space.

The Hurt Building is one such spot, as is the 44-story Wachovia Bank of
Georgia, which lured shutterbugs up to the top when it was erected in r966
Inspiration for the project came in zoo3 and is equal parts Google Earth and

"re-photography." "I came across the book Atlanta: Then and Now,by Michael Rose,

executive director of the Atlanta History Center," recalls Dellaert. "In it he had photos
from the archives and photos from approximately the same spot in zooo-zoor. My
research is in 3-D reconstruction of images, [and] it hit me that we could add a time
aspect. We could virtually revisit the neighborhoods." Today, the project is supported
in part by the National Science Foundation and by a gift from Microsoft Research.

Surprisingly, it is not crucial to know when a photograph was snapped. Because

the 4-D model is derived from multiple points of view, the program can "see" when
new structures enter into the frame. The computer then analyzes what landmarks
are in the view and can seamlessly file the photograph into the city's time line. It is
precisely this fourth dimension-time-that separates the Georgia Tech group's work
from other 3-D modeling projects built from image collections, such as Microsoft's
Photosynth (although the root technology for both programs is similar).

4D Cities is essentially an engineering project. "There's a lot of math behind
the scenes," says Schindler, translating the computational analysis and computer
programming into layperson terms. The number crunching begins once the
photographs are scanned into the system. The program then outlines each structure
in the frame with identification points. It also determines the camera position in
space and focal length. These steps give a rough 3-D understanding of the scene.

Combined with other photographs, a "point cloud" is formed, and it becomes possible

to flesh out the full spatial picture.
To add time into the model, the programmers derived a classification system

for each of the points. While the entire point cloud aPPears in every image, each

point can take on one of four characteristics: observed, missing (corresponding to
buitdings that don't exist at the time of the photograph), out of view, and occluded.

It is this "visibility matrix" (the programmers'term), formed out of these points, that
ultimately determines the chronological order. Or, more basically, the passage of time
is understood by whether you can see the landmark or not.

Although 4D Cities is still in the research stage, with no immediate plans for a

product release, Dellaert predicts wide application of the program. It can be used

by museums and historic preservation societies to access collections and by city
planners and municipalities to track urban growth. Schindler, an Atlanta native, has

a personal connection to the project: He's watched the city change over his lifetime.
He's also tasked with documenting contemporary Atlanta for the database-but it's
a race to keep up with the pace of development. A building about to be razed isn't
necessarily obvious, says Schindler. "It's hard to notice and photograph [it] before it is
torn down."

To see how Atlanta has changed over the past century and a half, experience the still-in-

development 4D Cities Viewer at 4d-cities.cc.g ate ch.edu/atlanta.

CO/V\PUTER

SCIENTISTS AT
CEORCIA TECH ARE

DISCOVERINC HOW
TO TRANSLATE

DECADES,WORTH
OF CITY PHOTOS

INTO A DICITAL
/V\ODEL OF URBAN
DEVELOP/V\ENT IN
SPACE AND TIIVTE.
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Collage City: Frank Dellaert and his fellow researchers at Ceorgia Tech are using archival images to build a computer model of Atlanta's
growth from the mid-t8oos to the present day. Screen shots (top) demonstrate the programmers'layered "spatio-temporal reconstruction"
technique, in which they use the old photographs to establish a sequence of fixed points in space and time. When the model is complete,

it will be possible to scroll chronologically through the photographs and view wire-frame overlays from various periods in the city's
development. Byapproachingthe cityas palimpsest,the model-manyof whose photos have been combined intothe single image

above-shows how Atlanta's skyline has been drawn and redrawn over the years.



TOY: The Constructioneer Metal

Building Set No.4
YEAR: 1947

MANUFACTURER: The U rbana

Manufacturing Co.,

Urbana,0hio
MATERIA!.: Metal

ll{FO: Bearing the motto
"Construction Toys Make Better

Boys," this building set is made

of heavy-gauge steel with nickel-

plate finish and includes rubber

wheels. An electric motor could be

purchased separately.
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Day after dan in a locked and sealed room on the third floor ofthe National Building Museum in Washington,
D.C., two volunteers in white cotton gloves are quietly and methodically dissecting the question of how weplay
with form. They're examining building toys-more than 2,OOO of them spanning a century from the 1860s to ihe
1970s. Wooden blocks, Lincoln Logs, Tinkertoys, Erector sets, LECOs, and many one-hit wonders, all holding the
same promise that curator Chrysanthe Broikos neatly sums up: "You can create a whole other world."

0ne man, George Wetzel, collected these toys in his attic in Peotone, lll,, for the last 25 years. ln 2006, the
Building Museum acquired Wetzel's collection-thought to be the largest of its kind in public trust-and the
museum is cataloging the toys now, lt's a process that is slow and precrse, painstakingly so given the high fun
quotient of the material at hand.

You'll have to wa it, kids. Since it takes an average of fou r hou rs to catalog each toy, look for the fi rst exhibits of this
collection around 2013. ln the meantime, here's a peek at what the Building Museum has in store,

Text Hannah McCann photos Mike Morgan
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CATALOGING TIMELINE r
TIMELINE KEY:
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2005

September ?SS5 Retired schoolteacher Ceorge

Wetzel calls the National Building Museum in

Washington, D.C., to inquire about donating his

collection of vintage building toys. He estimates

his collection, amassed over 25 years and stored

in his attic, to number around 1,400. Chase

Rynd, the museum's executive director, agrees

to visit Wetzel's home in Peotone, lll. Rynd has

been faced with the challenge of collecting for

a museum whose core sublect-buildings-is
essentially uncollectible. Arriving in Peotone, Rynd

is astonished to see the size and scope ofthe toy

collection. As a bonus, he recalls, "l got to play

with them."

.!uly !0, 2006 Four staff

people from the Building

Museum arrive in Peotone

and begin to empty the

Wetzel attic, inventorying,

tagginq, and packing the

collection in the family's

living room. Each night,

art transporters pick up

the bins filled that day,

usually three to five boxes

weighing 200 to 300
pounds each.

PRECATALO6ING

WOOD TOYS

STONE TOYS

METAL TOYS

PLASTIC TOYS

CARDBOARD TOYS

MISC. TOYS

Cataloging will proceed in the
orderthe collection is shelved, by

material, at an average of four

hours per toy. The time frame for

finishing depends entirely on the

Building Museum being able to

raise money for a fulltime staff

person next year. Currently, the

work is done by two part-time

volunteers.

MEET THE COLLECTOR

NAME George Wetzel

LOCATION Peotone, lll.

AGE 60

JOB Middle school English teacher, retired

HOBBIES Collecting construction toys and toy trains; playing

ragtime piano; driving vintage Cadillacs.

N
F

3
z
z

Why did you decide to part with the collection?
It was just sitting on shelves gathering dust. I was so

frustrated seeing it myself and not being able to share it
with the world.

What can people learn from the toys?
These things are so realistic and authentic,I feel Iike
I've got a little piece of history in my hand. You learn
cultural history and social history. And you see all the
trends and the developments in architecture from one

decade to the next. I feel like an archaeologist.

Why did you start collecting?
When my kids were young, I thought, "Boy, they don't
make toys the way they did when I was a kid." There
was nothing that would challenge your imagination
or stimulate any creativity.... [My sons] Iiked slot cars

and Transformers. So somehow this became my hobby.
Why am I drawn to these things? It's actually kind of a
physical thing. Building with them, working with them
... it gets in your blood.

How did you acquire these, pre-internet?
It meant a lot of chasing around, going to antique
shows and antique shops around the country.I would
write letters.I would make a point to go visit people

and see their collections firsthand. When you pick [the
toys] up in your hand and you touch them, it changes

your focus.

For z5 years you collected these toys. What are you
doing with your time now?
I've decided I'm going to do it again.I'm focusing on

the Chicago toys-Lincoln Logs, Tinkertoys, American
Bricks (an early competitor of LEGO), BiIt-E-2. ... Many
of the best, most popular toys were made right here

in Chicago.
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J*iy St, 2#S$ With the

inventory complete, the

Building Museum can attach

a dollar figure to the toys

as objects (over 5500,000)
but not to Wetzel's time

and knowledge in building

the collection (priceless).

The museum buys the bulk

of the collection for an

undisclosed sum, and Wetzel

agrees to donate the rest.

August *, *#*S Two air-ride,

cl i mate-control led tractor

trailers deliver the collection to

the National Building Museum

in Washington, D.C. Fifty five

bins of toys are unloaded in the

museum's Creat Hall.

r?i

f*cventt*er ***$ An empty gallery space on the

third floor of the museum is transformed into a

permanent storage and cataloging space for the

toy collection, which on closer inspection seems

to number closer to 2,000 than Wetzel's original

esti mate of 1,400. Ba ked-ena mel stee I shelvi n g

provides'1,053 linear feet of open-view storaqe,

which not only helps catalogers see what they're

doing but also helps the museum's fundraisinq by

bringing visitors behind the scenes to see the work

in progress. To protect the toys, a hydrothermograph

regulates the climate at 50 percent relative

humidity and 70 deqrees Fahrenheit, UV sleeves

cover the overhead fluorescent lights.

t\l' *Y

TOY: Erector Set No. t0 %

YEAR: Circa 1951

MATERIAL: Metal

INFO: The "Ciant Power Plant Model"
incorporates an electric engine and features a

steam cylinder "with valve action," accordinq
to the toy's manual; a tower platform with
boilers that "represent compressors in the
original Corliss engine," the steam engine that
powered the 1876 Centennial Exposition in

Philadelphia, and a flywheel built from eight
wheel segments.
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May 2?, 2S07 Cataloging begins with object

2006.5.00'1, alphabet blocks, manufacturer

unknown. Wooden ABC blocks are among the

earliest forms of building toys-both in terms

of history and the way children Iearn to play.

Pictured here, object 2006.5.37, Big Letter ABC

Blocks, copyright 1889 by Mcloughlin Bros.,

New York. The hand-stitched repair along the

sides of the box make this one of registrar

Dana Twersky's favorite items in the collection.

August 7, Z**7 ltem 2006.5.97, architecturalwooden

blocks from The Embossing Co. There is no date on the toy,

but the box top shows two people in Victorian style clothing,

suqgesting that the toy is from the late 1800s.

2007

PROCESS

uNTrL MoRE FUNDTNc coMEs rrrr, cataloging is done by two specially

trained volunteers rather than salaried staff. The work requires

patience, attention to detail, and the ability to work for long periods in
isolation. All handling of the toys is done with white cotton gloves. "You

have to be a little OCD," says museum senior registrar Dana Twersky.

Pictured here are volunteers Mary Purcell (r) and Joyce Arsnow (z).

Purcell, who studied industrial design at RISD, was introduced to the

collection when she helped to unpack it. Arsnow is new to the project;

a retired preschool teacher, she sees her work cataloging the toys as

the "Iast hurrah" of her teaching career. "This will be used to develop

children's minds, and I don't have to deal with potty ttaining," she says.

Toys are catalogued one at a time in the order they're shelved

in the museum's archives, which is based on the organizing system

George Wetzel developed in his attic. Next up is object number
2oo6-S.t5o. a set of Lincoln Logs in an r8-inch-high cardboard

tube. Lincoln Logs were patented in Lg2oby Frank Lloyd Wright's
son John Lloyd Wright. Guessing from "Daniel, Christmas t955,"

the handwritten inscription on the side of the container, this set

probably dates to the mid-rg5os.

l. Fh*t*graph . The first step: documenting the toy in the condition it
was received from the collector. using no flash, Purcell photographs the

closed container first, then the open container with its contents displayed

around it. The object number is clearly displayed on a label .
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YOU ARE HERE PROPOSED STAFFINC INCREASE}

20092008 SECOND VOLUNTEER JOINS >

Febr*ery 11, Z*** One of many sets of lincoln [ogs,

object number 2006.5.140, circa 1955.

F*reras?: *et*b*r :0Cg Wrth

a full-timer on staff, catalogers

could reach the shelves of Froebels

wooden blocks next fall. Frank

Lloyd Wright had a set as a child

and would later recall, "The smooth

shapely maple blocks with which

to build, the sense of which never

afterwards leaves the fingers: so

form became feeling,"

z. fl{easure . With a cloth tape, Arsnow measures the height, width,
and depth of all the toy's parts. It can be a tedious process, but
"it's worth it to do it the right way up front," says Twersky. The
information will help in planning future exhibits.

3. fiean . Arsnow uses a natural-bristle brush, which has the
handle's edges taped off to prevent scratching, to gently remove
dust, grease, insect casings, or other dirt that might degrade the
toy. A small portable vacuum, typically used for cleaning toner
dust from electronics, removes o.3 micron-sized dust. catalogers
only clean preventively now; later, conservators will spend hours
cleaning toys that are chosen for display.

4. Lab*1'. Each toy is assigned an object ID number in sequence after
"2006.5," which indicates that the item is from the fifth collection
the museum acquired in the year zoo6. The number is recorded on
worksheets and on the toy itself, using a 68 pencil (on a scale up to
9B, it's close to the softest pencil made). If the toy is metal or plastic,
volunteers paint the number on it with acrylic paint.

5" Catalog - Purcell enters a report on object number zoo6.5.t4o,
the "Daniel, Christmas 1955" set of Lincoln Logs, in a database
using PastPerfect software. Eventually, researchers worldwide
will be able to access images and information about the toys
from the database.
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2010

Forecast: December 2009 Heavy in their wooden boxes are

"stone" blo* sets, such as the Richter's Anchor Blocks shown

here. The Cerman stackinq blocks feel like real stone but are made

from compressed and dyed sand, chalk, and linseed-oil varnish.

The popular early 2Oth century toys came with guides illustrating
possible designs. Richter blocks fall into the category collectors call

"Sundaytoys"-treasured items children played with once a week

Forecast: July 2010 The collection

includes 531 meta! toys, of which
'108 are Erector sets. Knockoffs

include the Ezy-Bilt, an Australian

toy that claims to be "Creative

Constructive lnstructive Absorbing

1001 Toys from One."
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TOY: Cilbert Skyscraper Erector Set

YEAR: Circa 1935

MATERIAL: Cardboard with metal girders

INFO: A Cilbert Skyscraper Erector Set

included up to seven different types of

cardboard panels with names such as "Main

Entrance," "Caraqe Entrance," "Office

Entrance," and "Upper Story." Each panel is

color-lrthographed on both faces, offering a

choice oftwo fagades; concrete (shown here)

or brick. Cardboard panels are fastened to

metal grrders with either machine screws or

snap rivets.
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Forecast: July 2012

Dominoes, puzzles,

and assorted parts are

grouped under the

miscellaneous category,

which the museum plans

to catalog last.

2011

i* re i.= si. S* i:t* ::l t** r t tll i
LECOs aren't the only plastic

building toys. Predatin g

LEC0s is the Tri-State

Brick Town, advertised as

"Professional I lnstructional !

Auth entic !"

2012

N i nety

cardboard toys make up a small

section of the collection Mostly

produced during the Depression

and World War ll, cardboard toys

haven't survived the test of time as

well as other materials.

SHELVING USAGE A samplins from the 1,053 linear feet of storage

18 ft

33 ft

Fost - y!,wfi

33 rt
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It was one of those rare projects that came unbidden-and from half a world away One day tn

May 2005, Ada Tolla and Cruseppe Lignano, 3rchrtects and partners rn the Nelv york firm LOT-

EK, received an e matlfrom Kengo Kunra, the.lapanese architect well known for hrs material
wizardry, though nerther Tol a nor I onano knew h m personally

He asked

Would they like to design a building in Beijing?



Site Rende."ing

Existing C*i:ditions
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Actually, not the entire building. They would design
around a four-story rectangular concrete frame. Kuma
had shaped the massing for this and several other
buildings as he master planned the Iarger site, a 7,ooo-
acre office and shopping complex called Sanlitun North
(there is also a Sanlitun South). The property lies in
Beijing's Chaoyang District, a cosmopolitan area of
embassies and nightlife that also holds the Olympic
Park and venues for this summer's games. Kuma was

designing a hotel and four freestanding boutiques.
On behalf of his client, Guo Feng Development, he

was looking for architects abroad to design three
other buildings.

"It came out of the blue," Tolla says. Having lived
and worked in New York together for 18 years, 15 of
them as LOT-EK, the Italian-born architects had long
wanted to design an actual building, something beyond
the installation-scale work that had made their names

known as much in the art world as among architects.
Strictly speaking, the Sanlitun North job was not a whole
building, but, at 97,ooo square feet, it came close enough.

Kuma also solicited proposals from SHoP Architects in
New York and Beijing Matsubara & Architect, a Japanese

flrm that had relocated to Beijing. "It was generous,

courageous, adventurous of Kuma to call on younger
offices rather than established offices," Tolla adds.

But having a younger office of ro people made it
difficult for LOT-EK to trek across the globe for a modest-
sized building. At times, the client made sure they felt
exquisitely engaged, embraced for their design almost as

heroes. Yet when the major design phases ended, so too
did their roles as architects, and without much warning.
"When construction started," Lignano says, "they threw
you out of the plane."

THE woRK BEGAN in July zoo5. Guo Feng, the developer

and builder, held a weeklong charrette in Beijing. All
the invited architects were asked to propose designs for
Sanlitun North. "They had already decided who would
be working on what," Tolla says. "so that it was not many
people working against each other." Presiding were Wei
Chun Xian, the owner of Guo Feng;his chief engineer, Jin

Long Lin;and Vincent Chan, Guo Feng's marketing and

sales director. Wei spoke only Mandarin, so Jin translated
into Japanese. The senior designers for LOT-EK and SHoP

are Japanese (both with the surname Keisuke) and helped
Tolla and Lignano to understand what was going on in
English. "Fortunately," Tolla says, "we had our Keisukes."

During that first trip, Tolla and Lignano began

to take measure of the mammoth changes rolling
through Beijing in the run-up to this summer's Olympic
Games. "They're tearing down entire parts of town,"
Lignano says. "I went there in October two years ago

and everything [on the site]was still up.I came back in
November and not only was everything down, but they
had excavated zo feet." On every drive to Guo Feng's

headquarters, "you'd see another Rockefeller Center being
started," he says. "This is not a mall outside Atlanta. This

is the city of Beijing."
On the Sanlitun site, Guo Feng gave each team a

concrete structure with a set grid, height, and number
of floors. The only functional mandates were to
provide open spaces for stores and the ability to divide
the interior vertically or horizontally into multiple
configurations. Around the buildings' frames, the
architects were given a 3-meter margin in which to
elaborate. "So it was not a skin job," Lignano says. "It
allowed you to really change the volume of the building."

LOT-EK's concept was to wrap the base building in
a lightweight outer frame,like scaffolding, and drape it
in blue mesh to resemble a building under construction.
Some of the windows spanning the structural bays

remain flush with the building, obscured behind the
mesh. Other windows punch outward through the mesh,

encased in satiny steel frames that look like gigantic
ducts, and become articulated billboards.

The idea is surprising only if you've never seen LOT-

EK's portfolio, which includes a proposal for a library
to be built out of old Boeing 737 fuselages and clothing

tia nan men uare

forbidden city
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Rendering with Billboards

Construction Boonr

Under Construction

stores built inside shipping containers. They like to reuse
familiar but ignored industrial items as architectural
modules. "The base of our work is to work with [or, in
this case, be influenced by] already existing objects and
systems," Lignano says.

He explains that he and Tolla love "accumulating
objects" such as vent shafts or f,re escapes or ductwork,
because they transform a building unintentionally. "They
come out of it, they overlap, they attach some way," he
says. "They aggressively change the building and create a
complexity that we're fascinated by."

Yet, true to their name, LOT-EK's way of assembly is
simple and straightforward.'Ada and I were building
with our hands 15 years ago," Lignano says. "It still
reflects that."

oNcE THE coNTRAcrs wERE srcNED, the meetings in
Beijing grew steadily larger. "There was a big component
of just learning how to do something like that in China-
for everybody," Tolla says. The flrst meetings included the
local architects, the code consultants, and the structural
and mechanical engineers. "Then they brought in
even more people," Tolla says, such as the curtain wall
company and other manufacturers. 'A lot of the stuff we
were designing was tested immediately." Not always
with the best results.

When it came to supplying materials, Guo Feng was
very DIY. When Tolla and Lignano described the coated
stainless-steel mesh made in Germany that they wanted
for the building's outer screen, the client asked for a
sample.'And then they would make it," Tolla says. "They
would make the same thing."

Or as close as they could come. The Chinese copies
couldn't always match the quality of the originals. "They
showed us a sample, and we're like,'Ha! This is terrible!"'
Tolla says. (Lignano describes the copy as "chicken wire
with the paint that comes off.") Needless to say, the mesh
was refined before going onto the building.

"When you get this mesh from the fabricators in
Germany," Tolla says, "it's engineered to be set up in
a certain way. There are certain mountings and so

on. You're not just getting a material. You're getting

everything, the entire intelligence that goes behind
the material." But their clients were averse to imports
generally. "They would just replicate stuff rather than get
it, because they have the manpower," ToIIa says.

"There is a completely different perception about
Iabor and labor costs," Tolla remarks. "Here [in the U.S.]
you're trying to minimize labor because it drives the cost
of things up. And there, you don't have to worry about
that. So they can afford to replicate things."

In one of the more eye-rubbing moments along the
way, Lignano arrived at the building site in Beijing to flnd
a huge likeness of himself and Tolla next to the firm's
logo on a billboard at the perimeter. "He called home
and said "'Ohhh, you're not going to believe this... ,"'
Tolla recounts. They found the adulation a bit more than
they expected, especially in a society where, Lignano
finds, "individuals'creativity is not that important."
Yet as Beijing globalizes, a group of eccentric American
architects confers a fashionable status on a project. "They
go crazy with celebrity because they don't know it at all,"
Lignano observes. "They put up posters with faces-they
understand that part of it." But, he says, they don't know
how to use the architects completely.

Lignano and Tolla were unprepared for their work
to end abruptly after design development, once their
drawings were turned over to local architects to become
a full set of construction documents. In the course of
designing the building, they had gone through elaborate
meetings in concert with the client, the consultants, and
the other architects, where details would be translated
to Iocal standards and the architects would present
their respective designs as they evolved. Despite certain
quizzical moments, Tolla says, "they made a genuine
effort to try to do the right thing and do it well."

However, there would be practically no role for LOT-

EK in overseeing construction, which Tolla and Lignano
quickly learned not to take personally. They arranged to
have Judith Tse, a LOT-EK staff member leaving the firm
to move home to Hong King, check in on the project on a
contract basis. "But before long," ToIIa says, "she could not
talk to anybody.It became this crazy thing." Eventually,
Tse stopped going. But in early zooT,pictures began

The 5anlitun North site is part
of a massive building boom
in Beijing to prepare for the
zoo8 Olympic Games (above
middle). A 7,ooo-acre site was
cleared to make wayforthe
development (opposite, far
left), which includes buildings
by Kengo Kuma, New York
firm SHoP Architects, and
Beijing Matsubara & Architect
in addition to the LOT-EK

building.

The architects were asked to
design around a predeter-
mined concrete shell, with a

three-foot zone around the
frame into which they could
expand. The LOT-EK team
took advantage ofthis zone
by creating extruded window
frames (above left), which
will serve as billboards for the
stores housed within once the
interior is fully complete.

Construction on the exterior
is complete. During the con-
struction phase (above right),
it was encased in precarious-
looking bamboo scaffolding
that looked substantially
different from that used in

the United States.
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At times as LOT-EK designed the Sanlitun North

project, the familiar became strange, and, after
a while, Tolla and Lignano could be forgiven for
not quite knowing what to expect. Here is how

the firm dealt with the practical side of things
day to day:

Communication was the hardest part, Tolla

says. 5he and Lignano probably saw the client
and their fellow architects on the project in

Beijing as much as they talked on the phone.

Language differences made phone communica-

tion hard. "From the client side, there was only

one person who spoke English, but he actually
was the marketing person!" Tolla says. Usually

calls were made to clarify details of the last

meeting. PIus there's the time difference of tz
to r3 hours. "We usually called them at the end

of the day here-morning in China."

LOT-EK used 3Ds Max for all rendering, plus

Adobe CS for presentation drawings and
AutoCAD for drafting. Transfer of files to Beijing
occurred via e-mail with no problems. When
Tolla and Lignano visited the client in person,

they brought full-size prints of their work: one
vellum and three bond-paper copies.

Rather than sign a contract with the developer
client, LOT-EK had its contract with architect
Kengo Kuma's ofhce in Japan. Tolla is not sure

whether the contract was based on Japanese or
Chinese boilerplate. "Civen the large scope of
the projects, the contract was extremely simple
compared to American standards," she says. "lt
was literally a couple of pages-no smaller text
or Iegaldetails!"

Tolla found nothing in the contract address-
ing liability head-on, but LOT-EK's liability
insurance covers overseas projects. "Also, the
construction package was issued by a Chinese
firm," she says,"and that definitely shifts the
issues of Iiability."

Because the contract was with Kuma, LOT-EK

was paid by Kuma's office at the end of each
phase of work. "ln terms of fee, there was very
little negotiation," Tolla recalls. "The client
offered a number-which was quite limited!-
but they (and we) knew that they were offering
it with a great opportunity, and we accepted
it." They have no regrets. "We would definitely
do it again."
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The floor plan of each ofthe
four levels is roughly the
same, allowing for expansion
horizontally or vertically
between the retail spaces. But
because of the way LOT-EK

was cut out of the loop after
construction began, not even

the design team knows how
the interior is being divided.

Exterior elements such as the
egress staircase (opposite)

and extruded and canted
window frames (far right and
bottom) were informed by

the phenomenon of add-on
elements that Lignano and

Tolla noticed on buildings
around Beijing. Unlike the
stateside renovation strategy
of imbedding HVAC systems
within walls or floors, the
Chinese apply new ductwork,
vents, and air returns directly
to building exteriors (right).
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PRorECr Sanlitun North
DEvEropER Cuo Feng Development, Beijing
aRclrrEcr LOT-EK, New York-Ada Tolla, Giuseppe Lignano
(principals in charge); Keisuke Nibe (project manager and project
architect); Koki Hashimoto, Judith Tse (project architects)
MASrER ARcHtrEcr aND pralrER Kengo Kuma, Tokyo (north site);
Oval Partnership, Hong Kong (south site)
aRCHlrEcr oF REcoRD/ENGtTEER Beijing Architectural & Engineering
Design Company

tlzE 97,ooo square feet
coMprErroil olrr (rrcluolluc rtrrnron) August zoo8



The inspiration that makes great work possihle
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For architects and desrgners,

inspiratron is currency Applied
Brilliance is a unique two-day
executive-leve I conference
designed to take you away from
your daily agenda, shift your

perspective, and unleash your

creativrty.

Its origrnal approach features

world-class thought leaders in

drsciplines ranging from physics

and philosophy, to arts and

entertainment.

Applied Brilliance is also a

provocative collaboration between
designers, architects and speakers

who work together in interactive
panels and dialogues to explore

how the big ideas and brg shifts
presented at the conference can

be applied to arcl-ritecture and

design

Think of it as one extraordinary

dinner party conversation with
amazir-rg rndividuals -all geared

to keeping you aware and attuned

to global trends that affect how

we work, live, and play
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Edited by Ned Cramer

AT THE TURN oF THE LAsr cENTUny, Vienna
was a hotbed of progressive art and
design. Nowhere was the spirit more in
evidence than at the Wiener Werkstdtte,
the Vienna workshop co-founded by
Josef Hoffmann. The architect applied
his revolutionary vision to large-scale
projects but also to finely crafted jewelry.
Banishing the swirling shackles of Art
Nouveau, he designed silver bracelets and
brooches in orderly geometries studded
with colorful semi-precious stones. These

:

..:

BOOKS, EXH IBITS, OBJ ECT

rlBltr T tESS0N

Original Wiener Werkstitte jewelry (such as the bracelet, shown here) commands
six-figure prices on the rare occasions that it comes to market. Some 4o pieces are
on display at New York's Neue Galerie this spring, and the museum's design shop is

celebrating the occasion by commissioning a small collection of reproductions from
Viennese artisans, in editions of five peryear. A single brooch can take:8o hours to
complete, which explains the limited availability.

Wiener Werhsttitte-inspfu ed j ewelry 2oo8 gzzs-g8,3oo

u
l
z

l
o

modern baubles spoke a new language of
decoration, and their distinctive hallmark,
the Werkstitte's double W in a square,
remains a graphic reminder of the impact
architects and artists can have when they
join forces to change their world.

At the WerkstAtte, there was little
pretense of making affordable objects
for the masses. Beautifully crafted and
functional furniture, ceramics, metalwork,
and fashions exuded an avant-garde spirit
for a rarefied clientele.

Hoffmann's strict geometric impulses
gave way to flamboyance in the hands of
later WerkstAtte members, such as Dagobert
Peche. The whole dazzling experiment
petered out amid materials shortages after
the first World War.

Today, New York's Neue Galerie
preserves the excitement of Hoffman's
era at a museum dedicated to the arts of
Austria and Germany from r89o to r94o.
Through June 3o, the spotlight is on Wiener
Werkstiitte jewelry. LrNDA HALES
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The Wrong House: The Architecture of Alfred Hitchcock . 8y
Steven Jacobs. Hitchcock worked as a set designer in the r9zos,
and architecture plays a major role in his movies.Jacobs, an art
historian, analyzes the director's use of cinematic space, providing
fascinating architectural plans of fictionalfilm Iandmarks such as

Manderlay, the country house in Rebecca; the Jeffries apartment
f rom Rear Window; and, of course, the Bates Motel and house
f rom Psycho. oro Publishers; €29.5o

Southern Exposure: Contemporary Regional Architecture . Virginia
Centerfor Architecture, Richmond,Va, .Through June 8 . ln this
group show, ARcHtrEcr editor at large Vernon Mays assembles
projects by the best progressive architects working south ofthe
Mason-Dixon: Frank Harmon, Marlon Blackwell, W.C. Clark, Mack
Scogin and Merrill Elam, Lake/Flato (whose World Birding Center is

shown here), and the Rural Studio. virginiaarchitecture.org
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Otto Neurath: The Language
of the Global Polis. By Nader
Vossoughian. Cross-pollinate
infographics guru Edward Tufte,
sociologist Richard Florida, and
planner.Jaime Lerner, and you
might capture the significance
of Otto Neurath (r882-r945). The

Cerma n philosopher, sociologist,
curator, and urbanist collaborated
with such giants of modernism as

Le Corbusier and Adolf Loos, but
Neurath's spectacular graphics
alone should earn him a place in
h istory. N Ai P ub I is he rs ; €47.50

Gregory Crewdson . Luhring Augustine, New York. Through May 3
. Artist Cregory Crewdson brings a novelist's sense of drama to his

large-scale photographs. Typically set on the f ringes of American
towns and cities, in suburban homes and along small-town streets,
the monumental photographs read like a latter-day equivalent of
Edward Hopper's lonely realist paintings. I uh ri nga ug usti ne.com
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Partlcipatc ttr ck>zens o1 srrninals ()n subjects as dircrsc as inrpr",,ring
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Circle rro. 490 or http://architect.hotims.com
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Gage Steel Floor System
Gage Corporation, Int.

The Gage Steel Floor System by Planium
is a durable, high-tech flooring solution
designed and manufactured in Italy for
purity of form and ease of installation. The
embossed stainless steel and black organic
finishes have been designed to prevent
traffic wear and are virtually indestructible.
Contact the Gage factory for literature and
sample requests.

866-855-4243
gage@centu rytel.net
www.gagecorp.net

Small But Powerful
FAAC is the world's largest specialized
manufacturer of operators for swing, slide
and barrier gate systems. The Model 400
heavy-duty, hydraulic swing gate operator
is designed for heavy traffic applications,
such as subdivisions and apartments. Its
power and reliability also make it ideal for
large, ornate gates.

Learn more at: www.faacusa.com,

FAAC International, Inc.

flAs USA

Circle no. 300 Circle no. 301

S ustainable Commercial
Entrance Products

Spxial-Lrte provides the ximg€*,

s*rsssp$mwfu{r* solution to the rwarf#fp$m

chollenges of commerciol enfrances!

u Custom fobricoted to
orchitecturol style

* GREENGUARDTM
Children & Schools
Certified for IAQ

motch ony

{*,...,.,
UllEE|'j{tJAri!

* Superior flush door thermol
performonce

* No need to finish or refinish

* Con not rust, crock, peel or rot

* Extends life of entire entronce

3"* $eqxr"s'x e?B*trer r*qa**s? mun
#n*#$? fur*ehesre,

€"Speciql-Lite
800-821-6531
wwav.speciol-lhe.com

Circle no. 304 Circle no. 303

Walker Display

Life's all about change and so are we when
it comes to art presentation. The Walker
system frees you to explore all your options.
No-More-Holes frees you to rearrange your
artwork with ease and speed. Embrace
change!

800.234.7614
ww w.w alkerdis play. c o m

Circle no. 302

.62s" I
irs9) #8878A

ZB0[inif6tc

l{ote :

For head & jamb
gasketing use part
#8878 or #81 44.
Use both for
higher STC rating.

#253A or
#254A

.250 t61)
187 {! -)

2.75A be e)

*1685n (tbl.:hrfindffi u$fisa)

Hotel Entry Door Sealing Systems

Gaps around hotel room doors expose guests to
hallway noise - and life-threatening smoke
during fire emergencies. They also expose
owners to the risk of fire code violations during
yearly inspections under NFPA 80
2007 requirements. ZERO's sealing systems
eliminate these problems while giving designers
a variety of options to meet STC and air flow
requirements.

800-635-5335
www.zerointernational.com
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Resourc e/Classifieds

Studio Collection, Metro Elements by
SARGENT@ : 23 superbly stylized brass
and stainless steel door levers,
compatible with commercial grade,
mortise and tubular locks, access
control locks, exit devices and
master key systems. Aesthetically
sophisticated door security solutions
that are available in 13 finishes.

SARGENT Manufacturing

800-727-5477
www. studiocollection.com

www.sargentlock.com

Circle no. 305

Convert Roof Tops into
Beautiful Terraces

PAVE-EL is a proven method for setting
paver stones in roof-top gardens and decks,
protecting the roof membrane, insulation
and pavers from the freeze-thaw damage
caused by trapped rainwater and moisture.
Provides perfect drainage and paver stone
leveling.

ENVIROSPEC, INC.
716-689-8548

www.E nvirospe cI nc.com

Circle no. 312 Circle no. 309
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For more than 25 years, Scranton Products'
(SantanalCo mtec/Capitol) premi u m plastic toi let
partitions have led the market, setting new

benchmarks for the industry in quality and

del ive ry, Man ufactured u nder th ree d isti nctive
brands, Comtec lndustries, Santana Products/
Hiny Hiders and Capitol Partitions, lnc., we have

combined durable materials and innovative

engineering to become the foremost names in

toilet partitions nationwide.

800-445-5148 r www.scrantonproducts.com

IHI NOVIIIR
Architectural Products

www, ho noverpovers. com
800,426 4242

Circle no. 307

Circle no. 308

Carlisle SynTec's GreenGrid@ Roof
Garden System is an easy way to experience all

the benefits of a vegetative roof system. With
the pre-planted GreenGrid trays, architects and
contractors can provide their customers with
an affordable roof garden system that helps
contribute to air and water purification,
reduced urban heat island effects and so much
more,

www.carl isl e-syntec.com

Circle no. 306

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
JR Wolters Resourres, lnc. spedolizing in fie plocement of terh-
nicol professionoh in the A&E field. Openings notionwide.

Pleose visit our website ot www.irwohers.con

Phone: 259-925-3940
Emoil: irwowo@irwolters.com

Circle no. 310

ARGHIIEGTUBAT REilIIERITGS
T0 SCALE & lN ONLY 3 DAYS! Realistic
Handpainted WATERCOL0R. Highly Detailed,
or Quick Sketch. Evocative, Cost Effective;
!isa, lUC, AmEx. Mayron Renderings,
Calls 0nly 1 -800-537-9256, 1 -212-633-1 503.

Visit www. mayronrend. com

Circle no. 311

FOR

INFORMATION
on how to be a part

of the next ARCHTTECT

special advertising section,

contact Erin Liddell

at 773.824.2445.
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AduErtisEr Page Circle Website Phone

Advanta 57 497 www.applytoday,com/hw 800.282.2192

AtA 2008 91 490 www.aiaconvention.com

Applied Brilliance 94b 495 www.appliedbrilliance.com

ARCAT, lnc. 33 430 www.arcat.com

AT&T Wired 11 487 www.att.com/onwardsmallbiz

Belden Brick 3 82 www.beldenbrick.com 330.456.0031

Buildinq Systems
Design, lnc.

30 23 www.bsdsoftlink.com

Cambridge Architectural 25 24 www.cambridgeinterior.com/24 866.806.2385

Canon 16-17, 91
19 462

Carlisle Syntec 44 473 www.carlisle-syntec.com 800.4.SYNTEC

Cascade Coil Drapery 12 81 www.cascadecoil.com 800.999.2645

CENTRIA 5 25 www.CENTRlA.com 800.250.7897

Construct 2008 99 www.constructshow.com

EMMA 103 98 www.emma-assoc.org 630.942.6591

Eurotex 2 99 www.eurotexinc.com 800.523.0731

FLEXCO 49 382 www.flexcofloors.com 800.633.3151

Fry Reglet 31 376 www.fryreglet.com 800.237.9773

Hanley Wood University 102

HDI Railing Systems 20 481 www.hdirailings.com 717.28s.4088

High Concrete Croup LLC 94a 35 www.highconcrete.com 800.PRECAST

High-R 4 467 www.high-r.com 888.292.2382

Hohmann tr Barnard 50-51 36 www.h-b.com 631.234.0600

JELD.WEN
Windows [: Doors

43 408 www.jeld-wen.com'1409

Johnsonite 41 38 www. johnsonite.com

Kalwall 24 484 www.kalwall.com,
www.daylightmodeling.com

Kolbe Windows €r Doors 46 40 www.kolbe-kolbe.com 800.955.8177

LCN 35 421 www.lcn.ingersollrand.com

LEDtronics, lnc. 27 406 www.LEDtronics.com 800.579.4875

LG HI-MACS 21 42 www.LGeden.com 866.LGHI.MACS

Lightfair lnternational 101 412 www.lightfair.com

Litecontrol C3 485 www.Litecontrol.com 781.294.0100

MBCI 1 4o2 www.mbci.com/archcr 877.713.6224

MITSUBISHIELECTRIC. 39
CITY MUTTI

Musson Rubber Co. 103 403 www.mussonrubber.com 800.321.2381

Natural Stone Council 7 436 www.CenuineStone.org 603.465.2616

NCARB 55 437 www.ncarb.org

Nichiha 28 380 www.nichiha.com 866.424.4421

, Petersen Aluminum 13 470 www.pac-clad.com 8OO.PAC.CLAD

r PPC lndustries,lnc. 23 423 www.ppqideascapes.com S88.PPG.lDEA

PPG lndustries, lnc. C4 431 www.ppgcap.com 888.PP6.IDEA

Prudential Ltg. 6 79 www.prulite.com

Robinson Brick 52 390 www,RobinsonBrick.com 8OO.477.9oo2

s-s! 26 489 www.S-5.com 888.82s.3432

Scranton Products 29 466 www.scrantonproducts.com

Shaw Contract Group 37 451 www.shawcontractgroup.com

Sika Sarnafil 56 www.sarnafilus.com/decor 800.576.2358
Sloan 9 453 www.waterefficiency.com 866.663.2289

USG Design Studio 22 463 www.usgdesignstudio.com

Von Duprin C2 422 www.vonduprin.ingersollrand.com

VT lndustries 15 53 www.vtindustries.com

WallTalkers 14 162 www.walltalkers.com 800.820.92s5

Volume 97 number 5. April zoo8. ancHtrEcro (155N o746-o554; USPS oo9-88o) is published r6
times a year (monthly, except for two issues in February April, June, and October) by Hanley
Wood, LLC, One Thomas Circle, NW, Suite 6oo, Washington, DC 2ooo5. Copyright zoo8 by Hanley
Wood, LLC. Printed in the USA.

Periodicals postage paid at Washington, D.C., and at additional mailing offces.
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to rncHtrEct P.O. Box1.572, Northbrook, lL 6oo65-3572.

Canadian Post lnternational Publication Mail Sales Agreement No. qo6551gg.5end undeliverable
Canadian addresses to Deutsche Post 6lobal Mail,496o-z Walker Road, Windsol ON N9A 6J3.

888.BSD,SOFT

www,usa.canon.c0m SOO.OK.CANON

800.877.9482
x1409

800.258.9777

Circle no. 98 or http://architect.hotims.com

458 www.transforminghvac.com

ONE.PIECE
This new 1-piece tread/riser
construction provides a clean
look to any stairs. Parallel ribs
with raised discs supply trac-
tion, but if more is needed,
Grit-Strip inserts can be
added. UNO-TREDS are
complimented with our same
design 24" x 24" UNO-TILE.
Both in an array of 25 colors.

il
I
I

o Recyclable

o Virtually no scrap
. Makes a stronger product

o Cost savings alternative to perforated

o Stretches the metal rather than punching holes

o Great for security uses such as window guards,
gates and fencing

Exponded illetol illonufodurers Asrociotion

Circle no. 403 or http://architect.hotims.com
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lnterview Edward Keegan PhotoJohn Bragg

NOW IN THE RACE FOR THE INDIANA GOVERNOR,S OFFICE, THE

DEMOCRAT AND LIFELONC HOOSIER EXPLAINS WHY AN ARCHITECT

IS UNIQUELY QUALIFIED FOR PUBLIC OFFICE

running blue lines for six months. Eventually,I learned
of an opportunity at CSO.

Governor seems a pretty high entry-level position
into politics, particularly since it would be only your
third career move. Did you consider school board or
something more modest first?
No. Being a governor of a state or mayor of a city is
very similar to being the president of a company. The
guiding principles that have led our firm to success will
be the same that will lead our state to success. When I
became president of CSO Architects in 1996, I worked
hard to give everybody a seat at the table. We do that as

architects. We work with very diverse groups of people:
site engineers, structural engineers and mechanical
engineers and electrical engineers, and people that
specialize in technology or life safety. We bring them
together; we work toward the good of the whole to
make sure that the end product is representative of
everybody's expertise, knowledge, and input.

If you become governor of Indiana in November, do
you expect to remain involved in your architecture
firm?
No. It will be a full-time job being governor of Indiana.
When I win the primary,I am going to take a leave of
absence. Then, when I win in November,I would sever
ties with the firm.

There are a few pockets of architectural interest in
the Hoosier state. Columbus and New Harmony come
immediately to mind. Unlike neighboring Ohio, where
many avant-garde practitioners have built in recent
decades, Indiana seems pretty mainstream. Will that
change if you become governor?
My influence from the governor's office is going to be

trying to improve education, to stand up for the rights
of working men and women, to help grow and preserve
our working families, and to create jobs throughout our
state, to resolve our property tax crisis, to work hard
to get health insurance for the Soo,ooo Hoosiers who
do not have it, and to protect our environment. Our
firm is one of the leading firms in Indiana in terms of
having LEED accredited professionals on our staff. The

architects in our state do a fine job, and I will be there to
support them when I can.

Do you think more architects should become politically
involved?
Architects are specially equipped to combine the left
brain with the right brain and to bring people together.
That gives us a unique ability to look at things from
all sides. For architects that have good communication
skills, we bring people together with different views
toward a better solution. We need good government
because government is the one entity that makes sure

no one gets Ieft behind. My involvement-because I
was raising a family and building a business-was to
support good people. Slowly,I became involved in things
and gained respect for my leadership skills outside of
architecture.

AGE 47

TITTT PRESIDENT

tlRltt CSo ARCHITEOS, INDIANAPoLIS

OTHER THE SOUTH BEND, IND,, NATIVE

ATIENDED ARCHIITCTURE SCHOOI AT THE

UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME AND HAS

WORreD AT CSO SINCE 1987.

) Audio of this Q8A is avatlable online
at www.architectmagazine.com.

It's assumed today that politicians were trained as

lawyers. What in your background made you consider
the jump from architect to politician?
I grew up the sixth of eight kids in a working-class fam-
ily with parents that taught us the importance of caring
about other people.I worked my way through college
on the second shift at a tool and die shop, grinding
steel to help pay for my college education. I have built
a successful architectural business. These experiences,
understanding what the challenges are growing a small
business,led me to the conclusion Indiana can and
should be doing better.

What inspired you to become an architect?
When I was young,I was constantly drawing buildings,
and I was always curious about spatial relationships.
You grow up with four brothers sharing the same

bedroom, you become aware of the importance of how
to organize space.

What brought you to Indianapolis after you graduated
from Notre Dame?

I got a job at CoIe Associates, in South Bend, and they
transferred me to Indianapolis. My first assignment was
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Always room for one more in this
family-sized 30" built-in range!
Spacious oven holds six big pies (23"

inside width !) Yet the range itself takes
only 30'of counter space. ldeal in
kitchens where extra inches really count.
Smooth interior, rounded corners, re-
movable shelves ease cleaning. lnstalls
in minutes. 4 lovely colors, plus white
and brushed chrome. The Frigidaire
Compact 30 has everything most women
want in a range! Enjoy one in your new
kitchen ! Frigidaire Division, General
Motors Corporation, Dayton, Ohio.
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Build-in satisfaction .. . Build-in Frigidaire

The Glamorous FlairBuilt-ln Oven.
Stylish Glide-Up Glass Door. Up-
close cleaning. Eye-level cooking.
Sinsle or double Flair oven:nlffll;

Built-ln Window Oven. Watch
what's cooking! Drop-Leaf Door,
rounded inside corners ease clean-
ing. Plain Door Model also available.

RBE.G94.1

rl . $.F

RBH.G53O

Frigidaire Built-ln Cooking Tops.
6 beautiful models. Perfect match-
mates for all Frigidaire Wall Ovens.
4 colors, white, or brushed chrome.

RBB.2O1

24-Page Frigidaire Kitchen ldeas
Booklet in full color. Just send 25c
with your name and address to: Box
124, Department 2060, Dayton, Ohio.
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